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#e fields of machine learning and cognitive computing have
been in the last decade revolutionised with neural-inspired
algorithms (e.g., deep ANNs and deep RL) and brain-
intelligent systems that assist in many real-world learning
tasks from robot monitoring and interaction at home to
complex decision-making about emotions and behaviours in
humans and animals. While there are remarkable advances
in these brain-inspired algorithms and systems, they need to
be trained with huge data sets, and their results lack flexi-
bility to adapt to diverse learning tasks and sustainable
performance over long periods of time. To address these
challenges, it is essential to gain an analytical understanding
of the principles that allow biological inspired intelligent
systems to leverage knowledge and how they can be
translated to hardware for daily assistance and practical
applications. #is special issue brings researchers from
interdesciplinary domains to report their latest research
work on algorithms and neural-inspired systems that flexibly
adapt to new learning tasks, learn from the environment
using multimodal signals (e.g., neural, physiological, and
kinematic), and produce autonomous adaptive agencies,
which utilise cognitive and affective data, within a social
neuroscientific framework. In this special issue, we have
selected five papers out of fourteen high-quality papers after
a careful reviewing process, which brings the acceptance rate
to 35.7 percent. #e five papers are representative of the
current state-of-the-art in this area.

E. Cruz et al. present a robotic system for monitoring and
interacting with people affected by cognitive diseases by suc-
cessfully integrating object recognition, activity recognition,

localisation, and navigationmethods to remember and help the
patients to perform their daily tasks. #e proposed method-
ology involves the implementation of an Object Recognition
Engine (ORE) responsible to detect a certain object based on
the Inception ResNet V2 architecture, a classic convolutional
neural network (CNN) scheme over region-based convolu-
tional neural network (R-CNN) architectures to avoid false
detections. Furthermore, a Behaviour Recognition Engine
(BRE) based on the OpenPose algorithm is then used to
properly recognise the user’s behaviours in different rooms and
in different houses. #e proposed system was tested success-
fully on the human-like robot Pepper where additional in-
formation was localised on the robot such as how the robot
adapts to new environments (e.g., furniture in a room has been
rearranged) based on a semantic localisation system (SLS) and
how the robot navigates from one room to another based on
expert systems that compute the path from the current room to
the target. #e proposed methodology shows competitive and
consistent results.

On the contrary, H. Ponce et al. present a methodology
inspired by nature-control systems for Robots in Assisted
Living (RAL) navigation systems using vision-based strategies
based on Hermite optical flow (OF) and convolutional neural
networks (CNNs). #is integrated system uses Hermite OF
for obstacle motion detection and CNN for obstacle distance
estimation. #e authors estimate the distance to mobile and
fixed objects using a monocular camera instead of RGB-D
sensors that provide depth maps of the scene. #e advantage
of this method is that it needs less data for training the
distance estimator and no training data to compute the OF
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field. For experimental purposes, the authors used the robot
simulator V-REP that recreates the conditions of the
physical world quite accurately. #e proposed methodology
strengthens the hypothesis that a bioinspired OF method, a
CNN technique for distance inference, and an artificial or-
ganic controller (AOC) can simulate a cognitive vision
strategy in a dynamic environment.

S. Guan et al. propose first a subject-specific decision tree
(SSDT) classification framework and second a data re-
duction method to distinguish multiclass motor imagery
(MI) using electroencephalogram (EEG) signals for the
brain-computer interface (BCI) based on the manifold of
covariance matrices in Riemannian perspective. #e goal of
the SSDT classification framework is to separate the two MI
tasks with the highest recognition rate and at the same time
to enhance the classification accuracy. #is is achieved by
calculating in the tree a filter geodesic minimum distance to
Riemannian mean (FGMDRM) in order to reduce the
classification error. #is method compared to other well-
established methods in the literature performs better when
EEG signals of the fixed frequency segment (8–30Hz) are
processed. #e goal of the data reduction methodology,
which includes a feature extraction and a classification al-
gorithm, is to reduce in a nonlinear fusion the dimension of
vectors in the Riemannian tangent plane and to classify
different types of MI tasks based on the k-nearest neighbor
(KNN) algorithm. #e feature extraction algorithm, named
“SJGDA,” combines semisupervised joint mutual in-
formation (semi-JMI) with general discriminant analysis
(GDA). #e proposed data reduction method performs
better than semi-JMI and GDA on different datasets with
higher recognition rates.

F. Gomez-Donoso et al. present a methodology that
complements Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) environ-
ments, which are composed of cameras fixed to the ceilings
of the environment, by integrating a domestic robot, namely,
Pepper, which roams through the home to detect dangerous
areas and movable (nonstatic) objects that the fixed cameras
are not able to detect. In addition, the proposed system
detects inhabitants’ fall event and their extended stay in a
particular area of the home. #e proposed pipeline imple-
ments three object detection and tracking algorithms. First, a
multimodal evolutionary algorithm based on a set of single
agents is used to detect and track people behaviour in 3D.
Second, an Obstacle over the Ground Tracker (OGT) based
on the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC)model-fitting
algorithm is coupled to the robot to assist it to detect fixed
and moving objects and obstacles above the ground level.
Finally, a Superficial Object Detector (SOD) algorithm is
used to build a more comprehensive map of the potentially
dangerous areas by recognising objects like wall or floor
sockets that are too small to be sensed by the 3D camera.#is
is achieved by parsing the colour images captured by the
camera of the robot to a region-based convolutional neural
network (R-CNN) which returns the bounding box and the
category of the objects.#e performance of each algorithm is
validated by a serious of experiments in real-world
environments.

Finally, Y. Hou and S. Chen present a system for
characterising emotions using EEG signals, where in par-
ticular four classes of emotions (i.e., happy, sad, calm, and
angry) should be distinguished. To this end, they induced
these emotions by music stimuli (using 20 music passages in
each music emotion group) and recorded the EEG signals of
the subjects using 12 electrodes. From the obtained signals,
27 different features have been extracted, which have been
used for further data analysis. In this way, the most valuable
features have been identified by using the CFS method. In
addition, it was revealed that C4.5 is more effective for
emotion classification based on EEG signals than other
widely used methods such as LDA or SVM.
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Ambient assisted living (AAL) environments are currently a key focus of interest as an option to assist and monitor disabled and
elderly people. 0ese systems can improve their quality of life and personal autonomy by detecting events such as entering
potentially dangerous areas, potential fall events, or extended stays in the same place. Nonetheless, there are areas that remain
outside the scope of AAL systems due to the placement of cameras. 0ere also exist sources of danger in the scope of the camera
that the AAL system cannot detect. 0ese sources of danger are relatively small in size, occluded, or nonstatic. To solve this
problem, we propose the inclusion of a robot which maps such uncovered areas looking for new potentially dangerous areas that
go unnoticed by the AAL. 0e robot then sends this information to the AAL system in order to improve its performance.
Experimentation in real-life scenarios successfully validates our approach.

1. Introduction

It is well known that ambient assisted living (AAL) envi-
ronments will be a key feature of homes, offices, and even
commercial facilities in the near future. AAL systems typically
comprise several sensors and actuators installed in the home
and some kind of communication that allows data to be
gathered from them. Some intelligent processing of such data,
in place or on cloud computing, may extract key information
about the people living there, such as monitoring health or
recognition of human activity. In addition, one of the most
common tasks conducted by these systems is to automatically
detect potentially dangerous and harmful areas of the envi-
ronment such as nearby stairs, the kitchen, or the bathroom
and send alerts to the persons living there and their relatives.
AAL provides innovative approaches to the challenges of an
aging population and physically or mentally challenged in-
dividuals, helping them to stay active longer, remain socially
connected, and live independently into old age.

To do this, a number of cameras are usually placed on the
ceiling of rooms in order to cover as broad an area possible
using the minimum number of devices. An external system
takes camera feed and is able to detect potentially harmful
places, a person falling, or extended stays in a specific room,
among other events. Nonetheless, smaller sources of danger
such as electric panels and sockets around radiators or the
oven remain unnoticed due to the placing of the cameras and
the relatively small size of the mentioned elements. 0ese
zones are currently introduced manually into the system.
Although it is not ideal, this is acceptable due to the fixed
nature of the sources of danger, which will not change
position over time.

However, there exist common threats like knives, a dog,
or a robot vacuum cleaner which, in addition to their small
size, are also nonstatic, i.e., their position could change over
time. In these cases, it is not viable to manually set fixed
zones of danger. Finally, it is worth noting that there will
likely exist occluded areas caused by persons or furniture or
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even the field of view of the camera. In this case, it is im-
possible to detect any sources of danger.

0e main contributions of this work is the integration of
a domestic social robot into the AAL system to detect the
dangerous elements that cannot be detected by cameras
alone due to their size, itinerant nature, or being located in
an area that is occluded to the fixed cameras. 0e advantages
and utility of the proposal are validated in actual office and
home environments.

0e rest of the paper is structured as follows: first, the
state of the art in this field is reviewed in Section 2. Section 3
provides the proposed system description. Next, the ex-
perimentation is described in Section 4. Finally, the con-
clusions of this work are presented in Section 5.

2. Related Works

Ambient assisted living (AAL) is an emerging multidisci-
plinary field aiming to exploit information and communi-
cation technologies (ICT) in personal healthcare and
telehealth systems to counter the effects of a growing elderly
population [1]. Its aim is to help people to have an in-
dependent, monitored life with the use and assistance of
technology.

AAL provides supportive home environments by in-
tegrating sensors, actuators, smart interfaces, and artificial
intelligence [2]. 0ere are interesting reviews of the AAL
field [3–6], and several AAL frameworks and standardiza-
tion efforts have been proposed such as ALLIance [7],
Assisted Living Platform (ALIP) in the UK Dallas program,
or Open Service Gateway Initiative (OSGi) platform. 0ese
aim to improve the interoperability and integration of
medical devices in healthcare systems processing citizens’
vital signs. However, currently there is no widely accepted de
facto standard.

0e sensors employed in AAL systems include wearable
devices [8], Internet of things devices (IoT), and even
cameras. Some of them share features of motion capture and
human tracking systems [9, 10]. Specific health sensors like
blood pressure or ECG are also occasionally considered. 0e
use of IoTdevices is a increasing trend [11–13]; they allow a
ubiquitous, cheap, and flexible people monitoring. A good
analysis can be found in [14].

Regarding communications, wireless systems like Blue-
tooth or Wi-Fi are prevalent. Low power technologies are
usually preferred in this application domain.

In practical terms, fall detection is one of the most in-
teresting situations to be monitored. In this context, there
are several technological products in the market.0e first are
traditional monitoring systems such as pendants or wrist-
bands worn by patients, who must activate these devices
when needed, usually by pressing a button.0e system sends
an emergency call to the appropriate health service. 0ese
traditional systems require human intervention to report an
alarm or ask for help, and user’s potential noncompliance
(both intended and unintended) can be a problem. In certain
situations, for instance, if a patient falls to the floor as a
consequence of fainting, he or she will not be able to activate
the device, and this can be dangerous because the severity of

the damage may increase as time on the floor without health
assistance increases. A second group of wearable systems
relies on accelerometers and tilt sensors to automatically
detect falls, but users may find continuously carrying these
devices to be annoying.

Other solutions are embedded in the environment. 0ey
use external monitoring devices, and hence the user’s
compliance is not required. 0ere are systems based on
floor-vibrations, on infrared array detectors and on cameras.
Within this broad area of possibilities, artificial vision
provides a remarkably good sensor when developing ap-
plications for intelligent spaces. Cameras are passive sensors
that supply a great amount of information and most are
quite cost effective. However, a drawback to this solution is
that they are sometimes seen as an invasion of the patient’s
privacy. Several vision based assistive systems use omnidi-
rectional cameras.

Apart from AAL systems, the use of assistive robots as an
aid in elderly daily lives is also an active research topic widely
explored [15–17]. A good revision of robot assistants can be
found in [18]. Some of them have been tested in laboratory
scenarios, like Nao robot in [19], but in the most interesting
proposals, the robots have been tested in real homes, even in
long-term experiments. Hobbit robot [20] is a relevant case
study. It is a care robot which is capable of fall prevention
and detection as well as emergency detection and handling.
Its interaction with the user is based on a multimodal user
interface including automatic speech recognition, text-to-
speech, gesture recognition, and a graphical touch-based
user interface. Other interesting examples are the Max
companion robot [21], several robotic platforms developed
inside the EU FP7 Robot-Era Project [22], the GIRAFF robot
[23], and the telepresence robot in [24].

Assistive robots may improve the quality of life of the
elderly. 0ey may help in bringing objects, in monitoring
people’s activities, as cognitive or emotional stimulation (like
PARO robot [25]), providing reminders, providing tele-
presence to the medical professionals, detecting emergency
situations, etc. Robots in healthcare are typically endowed
with general robotic capabilities like autonomous navigation,
manipulation, or perception but also with assistive specific
capabilities. For instance, human robot interaction ability is
very important in this application domain.

Many projects have also studied the use of robots in
combination with AAL systems [26, 27]. For instance,
Hendrich et al. [28] developed an AAL system that integrates
service robots with sensor networks and user monitoring.
0e developed domestic robots there are based on the ROS
middleware, and one of them has advanced manipulation
capabilities. 0ey also created the PEIS middleware that
maintains the state of all sensors in the AAL environment,
manages the high-level semantic information about objects
and tasks, and provides the symbolic multirobot planner that
controls the different robots, sensors, and smart appliances.

In addition, user acceptance is a hot topic in assistive
robots as their usefulness heavily depends on the reactions
they cause in the elderly final users. Many of the robots in
healthcare case studies include a measurement and analysis
of their user’s acceptance. One broad comparative study of it
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is provided in [29] with more than 70 robots in six month
periods at user’s home. It shows that users’ evaluation of the
robot dropped initially, but later rose after it had been used
for a longer period of time. Moreover, some acceptance
models [30] and acceptance measurement methodologies
[23] have been proposed.

3. System Description

0e proposed system aims to integrate a domestic robot into
an AAL environment. As mentioned earlier, one of the main
tasks of AAL is to detect potentially dangerous elements.
However, there are a number of threats that will be un-
noticed by the cameras of the system due to their relatively
small size, or because they are in an occluded zone or are
itinerant. In order to enhance the AAL system by making it
aware of these threats, we propose the use of a mobile robot
to detect potentially dangerous areas that the fixed cameras
are not able to sense and thus improve the performance and
robustness of the system.

0ere are twomain elements in this approach.0e first is
the AAL environment which consists of a number of
cameras fixed to the ceiling that are able to precisely localize
the persons in the scene and to issue alerts when the person
is in danger. 0e second is a robot that is in charge of
continuously discovering new threats in the environment
and sending them to the AAL system in order to incorporate
these threats into its alert system. In the following sub-
sections, both subsystems are described in detail.

0e mobile robot of choice is Pepper. Pepper is a social
robot manufactured by Softbank Robotics. It features a light-
duty onboard computer which is able to perform simple
tasks. It is able to move in planes, like the floor of a house,
and also integrates color and depth cameras. We used the
Pepper robot to implement our system, but any robot with
color cameras, a mobile base, and a depth camera or laser
could be used.

3.1. Ambient Assisted Living System. 0e ambient assisted
living system proposed in this paper is based on people
detection and tracking on 3D using depth sensors. Using the
3D information of the people tracked and their history of
displacements in the room, the system can detect a set of
risky situations. 0is system works 24/7 using depth in-
formation from an infrared sensor as the unique input.
Figure 1 shows a scheme of the AAL system.

3.1.1. Background Subtraction. As input, the tracking al-
gorithm expects only the foreground of the scene. 0at is
why we need first to remove the background. 0is task was
solved using a statistic background-learning algorithm based
on a mixture of Gaussians but including a key improvement.
0e intensity of the noise of the sensor depends on the
distance between the scene and the sensor itself. To reduce
this effect, we introduce a logarithm-based image dis-
cretization and normalization (Figure 2). 0is reduces the
distance given by the sensor in a set of bins where the longer

the distance, the greater each depth. Using this normali-
zation, we can mitigate the effect of sensor noise.

3.1.2. Multimodal Evolutionary Algorithm for 3D People
Tracking. A multimodal evolutionary algorithm has been
designed to perform the detection and tracking behavior.
0is algorithm is based on a set of single agents:

(i) Single: corresponds to the representation of a
person in three dimensions, a prism with its posi-
tion (x, y, z) and its size (dx, dy, dz). 0is agent also
contains information about the health and the
subset of the associated point cloud.

(ii) Races: a set of instances of the single agent. All of
these try to explain a single agent. Multiple races can
coexist inside the algorithm and each contains
candidates for different races.

(iii) Explorers: independent single agent.0is agent tries
to generate hints to allocate new races. A single
explorer can generate a new race as long as there is
enough evidence.

(iv) Exploiters: members of a single race. Exploiters try
to provide the most accurate explanation of a single
agent.

0e full pipeline of the algorithm is explained in Figure 3.
0e first step of the algorithm is to update existing races
using evolutive techniques based on elitism and thermal
mutation. Each race contains a series of exploiters from
which the best candidate is chosen using a health function
that combines density and completeness:

health � density + k∗ completeness. (1)

0e density of the health formula refers to the number of
points per square meter inside its prim and the completeness
is the ratio of points with respect to the exploiter of that race
that has more points. 0e best exploiters are given thermal
noise so that they evolve randomly over the areas that have
been most successful and those with worst health are
eliminated.

0e next step is to create n “single” agents (explorers) on
the zones that still contain data, once the information used to
update the races has been removed. 0ey are randomly
generated all over the remaining point cloud. If any of these
agents pass the criteria of similarity to the dimensions of a
human and contains a minimum number of points, a new
race will be generated. If there is a race with no associated
data, it is also updated using a Kalman filter to estimate the
evolution of the race.

3.2. Potentially Dangerous Areas. After the system is de-
scribed, in this section, we explain what constitutes dan-
gerous zone. 0e surroundings of a potentially harmful
element are considered as dangerous zones. Elements such
as electric panels or electric sockets that present a risk of a
electrocution or shock, radiators or an oven that are burn
hazards, and a robot vacuum cleaner or a dog that could
make the person trip and fall, for instance, are considered
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dangerous and should be tracked by the system. In addition,
the surroundings of items of furniture or, in essence, any
element above ground level are also considered potentially
dangerous areas.

0is AAL is able to detect a set of risky situations based
on the position of each person and their temporal trajectory:

(i) Fall: the system is able to detect if a person has fallen
in a supervised area. Once the situation has been
detected, the system can wait a few seconds to verify
whether there actually is a risky situation or simply
trigger an automatic alarm.

(ii) Dangerous areas: some areas inside the supervised
area can be labeled as dangerous. If the AAL system
detects a person close enough to any of these areas,

an alarm will be automatically triggered. 0is is
useful when there is a balcony in the area or an exit
door, for instance.

(iii) Room entry or exit: AAL has a count of how many
people are located in each area. 0is can be useful to
detect entry into prohibited areas like the cleaning
room or the medicine room of a nursing home.

(iv) Absence: another risky situation can be the absence
of a person from a certain room over a long period
of time.

(v) Extended stay: monitoring a toilet with any kind of
sensor can generate controversy. In order to avoid
including a sensor in this kind of room, the AAL
system detects the entry of a person into a room

3D tracking Risky situation
detection

Point cloud Background subtraction Foreground scene ICE
interfaces

Figure 1: Block diagram of the AAL system including point cloud sensor, background subtraction, 3D object tracking, and risky situation
detection.
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formation (object too close to the sensor).
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without another exit and is able to trigger an alarm if
the person does not return to the main room in a
specific period of time.

As mentioned, some of these dangerous areas are easily
detected by the AAL system, but there still exist harmful
sources that cannot be detected. 0ere are three kinds of
potential threats that can remain unnoticed by the AAL
cameras system:

(i) Relatively small elements: due to the field of view of
the cameras of the AAL system, some objects could
be perceived as being relatively small in size. 0is
will cause any trial processing of images to fail
because there is insufficient visual information.
Furthermore, they will likely not be sensed by the
tridimensional camera at all. 0ese types of objects
include knives, razors, shoes, or a robot vacuum
cleaner.

(ii) Occluded elements: there could be areas of the
environment that the cameras of the AAL system
cannot cover. For instance, a dog might be behind a
table, which is a tripping risk, and the cameras
would not detect it.

(iii) Itinerant elements: nonfixed elements also represent
a set of dangerous objects, as they cannot be de-
tected by the AAL system.

In order to make the system detect these areas and to
issue a corresponding alert, we need an additional agent. We
propose the use of a mobile robot, which would roam the
environment searching for these threats.

3.3. Using a Robot for Dangerous Areas Detection. As
explained earlier, there are a variety of situations in which
the AAL may not detect dangerous objects and events. We
propose the integration of a mobile robot into the AAL
system that can detect these cases and send them to the AAL
in order to improve its performance.

0e mobile robot of choice must be equipped with color
and depth cameras, and it is assumed that it can move in the

environment. 0e robot runs the pipeline depicted in Fig-
ure 4, which is described in detail in the following
subsections.

3.3.1. Detection of Objects on the Ground. It is worth noting
that all the objects above ground level could be a source of
dangerous situations so must be considered by the AAL
system. As explained earlier, the AAL system uses a static
map of the environment which allows it to detect fixed
obstacles like walls and doors. Nonetheless, moving obsta-
cles are also a source of danger, so we propose the following
algorithm to detect fixed and moving objects and obstacles
above the ground level. 0is algorithm runs in the mobile
robot.

First, the robot captures a color image and the corre-
sponding depth map. Using both data streams a color point
cloud is generated. 0en, the resultant point cloud of the
scene is transformed to the global robot coordinate frame
T∗; T∗ � [R∗| t∗]4×4. At the start of the algorithm, if it is the
first frame, the transformation is the identity T∗ � I, namely,
the initial robot coordinate frame is assumed as the global
robot coordinate frame. If it is not the first frame, the current
transformation T; T � [R | t]4×4 is accumulated to the global
transformation T∗ � T∗ × T. To compute the current
transformation T, we used robot odometry. In this way, each
point cloud Pc � Pi ; Pi � (x, y, x, r, g, b) is transformed to
the robot global coordinate frame Pc∗ � Pc × T∗, thus
creating a tridimensional map of the environment
M � M + Pc∗.

0e next step is to detect the floor plane, so we used
RANSAC [31] to carry out this process. RANSAC is amodel-
fitting algorithm that takes a set of data and tries to fit it in a
model. In our case, the input data are the recently acquired
point cloud Pc∗ and the model is a plane. As a result, this
step returns the coefficients a, b, c, d of all the detected planes
in the scene. Each plane is modeled as ax + by + cz � d. A
simple test, which consists of checking whether the z
component is about 0 within a threshold, is carried out to
reject the planes that are not at ground level. As the planes
are estimated over data gathered by the sensor, it is likely that

Race evaluation

Positive evaluation New race

Remove data
already explained by

existing races

Update race 
information with

new data

Explorers generation

Data capture

All races updated
No

No
Yes

Yes

Figure 3: 3D multimodal evolutionary tracking algorithm.
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the z component is not exactly 0, but very close to it. 0e
points that lay in that approximate plane of the floor within a
threshold are deleted from the point cloud. At this point, only
the objects above ground level remain in the point cloud.0is
threshold prevents noise and possible artificial artifacts from
being detected as obstacles.0en, the points of each object are
projected to the previously computed ground plane. As a
result, a 2D map of the obstacles above ground is obtained.

In the next step, a Euclidean clustering process is per-
formed in order to segment and isolate the obstacles. 0e
Euclidean clustering method essentially groups points that are
close together. A cluster tolerance threshold is set so the points
within this threshold are considered to be part of the same
cluster. As a result, this process will return a cluster for each
obstacle. A rectangle is then fitted to the points of each cluster.
0e rectangles are used to build the dangerous zones by
extruding the potentially dangerous areas in theZ axis in order
to transform the map to the tridimensional space once again.
Note that the clusters are not intended to have a semantic
meaning; we pursue the best possible geometrical fitting.
Consequently, each cluster may not represent a specific object.

Finally, current dangerous areas are fused with pre-
viously detected dangerous areas if they overlap. 0is pro-
cess is looped as the robot moves, thus building a map of the
environment and keeping track of the potentially dangerous
areas. We named this algorithm the Obstacles over the
Ground Tracker (OGT).

3.3.2. Superficial Object Detector. Although the OGT algo-
rithm performs reasonably well for large obstacles, some

dangerous areas will still not be detected, as stated before. For
instance, objects like wall or floor sockets, electrical panels, or
vacuum cleaners are not detected by the described algorithm
because they are too small to be sensed by the 3D camera.
Hence, we propose the following pipeline to detect these cases.
0is algorithm is executed alongside the OGT.

First, the color image captured by the camera of the robot
is fed to a region-convolutional neural network (R-CNN).0e
R-CNN is able to return the bounding box and the category of
the objects it detects. 0en, the points inside each area of
interest of the detected objects are extracted. 0is process is
straightforward as the color image, and the point cloud is
registered beforehand. Next, for each subset of points inside
the bounding boxes, the median-centroid is computed.0is is
done due to the presence of nonobject points in the bounding
boxes. As the bounding boxes are rectangles, the majority of
the points belong to the object of interest, but there are still
background points. A cube is then fitted for the points of each
object but, this time, keeping the center of the cube in the
previously computed median-centroid.

In this way, we can use the color information to detect
these risks that are not sensed by the tridimensional sensor
or ignored by the OGTand build amore comprehensivemap
of the potentially dangerous areas. We named this algorithm
the Superficial Object Detector (SOD).

Finally, the potentially dangerous areas detected by the
OGT and SOD pipelines running in the robot are merged
and sent to the AAL system in order to detect whether the
person enters one of these zones.

It is worth noting that there are likely to be potentially
dangerous zones that could be detected by different systems

Point cloud Floor plane
removal

R-CNNColor image

FakeLaser SLAM ROS interface

Robot

Projection to the
floor plane

3D points
subregion
extraction

Clustering

Generation of
potentially

dangerous areas

Centroid

Figure 4: Description of the OGT and SOD algorithm pipelines which run in the robot.
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at the same time. For instance, walls are detected by the three
methods. In addition, objects located on top of other objects
are also redundantly detected. For instance, electric sockets
in the walls or a knife on a table. 0e reason for not filtering
these cases is twofold. First, the redundant detections im-
prove the robustness of the system, and second, it could
enhance the alerts emitted by the AAL system by adding
semantic data.

3.4. 3D World References Registration between AAL and the
Robot. As mentioned before, the AAL and the robot are
continuously sharing information. For instance, the po-
tentially dangerous objects detected by the robot are sent to
the AAL. 0e robot transmits the tridimensional position of
the objects in its own reference frame. Nonetheless, the event
of a user trespassing the area near that object is detected by
the AAL. Given this pipeline, this process can be only carried
out if both systems are working in the same reference frame.
0is process is depicted in Figure 5.

It is worth noting that integrating two systems working
on their own references and coordinates is not an easy task.
In order to interact between systems, both need to be in the
same system of coordinates with the same reference axis.

To solve this issue, both systems have been calibrated
using the same coordinate reference. On one hand, the AAL
detects a known pattern (both location and size are known,
Figure 6(a)) and estimates its position using a Perspective-N-
Point algorithm [32]. 0is way, the camera is located within
the coordinate frame of the pattern. 0e robot follows the
same procedure. It solves the Perspective-N-Point problem to
locate itself in the coordinate frame stated by the pattern
(Figure 6(b)). 0is calibration procedure enables both devices
(AAL and robot) to share the same coordinate frame refer-
ence using the obtained transformation matrices TA and TR0

.
0is calibration step is performed once at the setup stage.

However, if the robot moves, the transformation TR0
we

previously computed is no longer valid. To solve this issue,
we rely on SLAM methods.

0e localization of the robot within the environment is
carried out using SLAM algorithms. Specifically, it uses the
GMapping ROS Package [33], which implements the Monte
Carlo Localization algorithm.0is algorithm uses laser scans
as input. Nonetheless, the laser sensor of our robot is quite
limited and noisy; we used the depth camera to simulate it.
First, a depth map is captured using the aforementioned
depth camera. 0en, we extract the central row of the depth
map. As the values of the depth map are in fact distances to
the objects in the scene, the reinterpretation to laser scans is
straightforward. 0is process is named “FakeLaser” in
Figure 4. As a result, this method provides additional
transformations TR1

, . . . , TRn
. 0is chain of transformations

describes the position of the robot, so they are used to
compute the transformation between the coordinate systems
of the AAL and the robot even if it moves.

Summarizing, the AAL and the robot are both calibrated
using a common pattern. As a result, both devices are lo-
calized in the same 3D coordinate frame through the
transformation matrices TA and TR0

. 0is step allows the

transformation of the 3D objects detected by the robot to the
AAL coordinate frame. If the robot moves, the trans-
formation is no longer valid, so we rely on the mentioned
SLAM algorithm to compute additional transformations
TR1

, . . . , TRn
. 0e chain of transformations enables the

transformation between the coordinate frame of the robot
and the AAL even if the robot moves.

4. Experimentation

In this section, we describe the experimentation of the AAL,
OGT, and SOD algorithms separately in order to validate the
detection of potentially dangerous areas. 0en, results of
combining both pipelines and the AAL system are also
presented.

It is worth noting that we used an AAL system provided
by Pentalo Labs which features an Intel i3 powered NUC (i3-
7100U) and an Asus Xtion sensor (Figure 7). 0is sensor
provides RGB and depth information. We only use depth
information for the core algorithm of the AAL system. RGB
information is only used for visual validation.We also used a
Pepper Robot as the mobile robot of choice. 0is robot is
equipped with a color and a depth camera and is able to
move and compute the transformation between two frames
through self-odometry. Due to the limited computational
power of the onboard processor, all the computation is
executed on an auxiliary computer equipped with an Intel
i5-3570 CPU, 16GB DDR3 RAM, and an Nvidia 1080Ti
GPU. 0e R-CNN implementation leverages the GPU for
accelerated algorithms. Communication between devices is
provided by ROS Kinetic [34], JdeRobot [35], and ICE [36].
0e operating system of choice is Ubuntu 14.04.

To make the verification of the system as accurate as
possible, a log system was developed. 0is system is able to
record information from a set of devices and save all the
information to the hard disk of the computer. Subsequently,
the data can be replayed identically to how it was provided
by the physical device. 0is procedure was applied in order
to verify the precision of the situation detected in all the
following experiments. Following this procedure, we can
synthetically reproduce real daily life experiments including
external perturbation to the data to verify the robustness of
the algorithm. An automatic evaluator has been created to
ensure the precision of the experiment. 0is evaluator will
reproduce the recorded log (which contains certain risky
situation) 3000 times with different kind of noise. If the
expected risky situation has been detected, the test will be
labeled as a success. Each test will require 3000 times the
duration of the recorded log.

4.1. AAL Tested in Residential Environment. In this section,
we put to test the AAL system in a residential environment.

0e devices used in the residential environment consists
of a single node with two depth devices (Figure 8(a)).0e field
of view of each device can be seen in Figures 8(b) and 8(c).

(i) A fall situation seven meters from the device with a
high occlusion level and covered only with one
device (Figure 9(a))
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(ii) A fall situation in the center of the room where the
area is covered by both devices (Figures 9(b) and
9(c))

(iii) A proximity risky situation near the door of the
balcony (Figure 9(d))

(iv) An extended stay situation where a detected person
enters the toilet and does not return within ten
minutes

All the situations were correctly detected with a ratio of
100%. Each risky situation was evaluated 3000 times using a
different level of noise disturbing the depth sensor of the
system. 0e results of this experimentation are presented in
Table 1.

4.2. AAL Tested in Clinical Environment. 0e second ex-
periment focuses on a potential scenario where this system
can also be applied, which is the clinical environment of a
nursing home. In this case, a set or two devices and a single
node were distributed following the scheme presented in
Figure 10(a). 0e field of view of each sensor can be seen in
Figures 10(b) and 10(c). Using this scheme, a set of four risky
situations was recreated:

(i) A fall situation collected with a single device nine
meters from the sensor (Figure 11(a))

(ii) A second fall situation in the center of the room
simultaneously recorded by both devices
(Figures 11(b) and 11(c))

(iii) A third fall situation very close to a window where
the sun’s infrared rays affected the device’s
performance

Figure 7: Intel NUC with an Asus Xtion running the AAL system.

AAL

TA

TR0

Robot

TR3

TR2

TR1

TR4

Figure 5: Diagram describing the method to compute the transformations between the AAL and the robot that enables the correct sharing
of the tridimensional position of the detected potentially dangerous areas.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: In order to integrate the potentially dangerous areas detected by the robot with the AAL system, both coordinate frames must be
registered. We used a common pattern to calibrate both systems in the same coordinate frame.
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(iv) An extended stay situation when a detected person
enters the toilet but does not return within 10minutes

All fall occurrences were properly detected in the 3000
repetitions of each situation regardless of the noise level,
while the accuracy for the extended stay situation is 96%.
With a high level of noise, these risky situations were not
detected. During these failures, the system detected that the
person left the room using the door. 0e door of the toilet is
approximately 9meters from the sensor, so the data are
already very noisy without introducing extra noise. All
situations without extra noise were correctly detected. 0e
results of this experiment are shown in Table 2.

4.3. Robot Running the Objects on the Ground Tracker Al-
gorithm Experiments. 0is algorithm takes the point cloud

provided by the Pepper Robot as input. 0e point clouds are
dense with a 640 × 480 resolution, meaning there are 307200
points in each. 0e first step of the OGT algorithm is the
removal of the floor plane, which is performed with
RANSAC. 0e target model is a plane, and the inlier
threshold is 3mm. 0e projection to the floor plane is
straightforward and has no parameters. 0e Euclidean
clustering process rejects clusters with less than 200 points.
0is is done to filter smallish clusters that could emerge due
to the noise present in the point cloud. In addition, cluster
tolerance is 3mm, which is the distance between two ad-
jacent points that are in the same plane. All these parameters
were set empirically.

0e robot was deployed in an office environment. It was
placed in the center of the room and performed a 360 de-
grees turn by rotating its base. 0e OGT algorithm was
executed for each frame.

0e results of this experiment are shown in Figure 12. As
expected, the majority of the objects and obstacles were
properly detected, and the potentially dangerous areas were
created in the tridimensional map. Only three objects were
not detected: a laptop power adapter, a knife, and a bottle.
0ey were ignored by the OGT algorithm due to the floor
plane tolerance threshold. 0e bottle was also placed on the

Living room

Balcony

Toilet

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: Location of devices and field of view.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: 0ree different risky situations (a–c) (the same in two views simultaneously) and (d).

Table 1: Detection results across the residential environment.

Risky situation True positive False negative
Fall 1 3000 0
Fall 2 3000 0
Proximity situation 3000 0
Extended stay 3000 0
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floor, but its tridimensional information was removed due to
its minimum cluster size. It is worth noting that due to the
materials, the only part of the bottle sensed by the camera is
the label. 0e plastic shape cannot be detected by the RGB-D
sensor of the robot.

4.4. Robot Running the Superficial Object Detector Algorithm
Experiments in Office Environment. As mentioned earlier,
the color images and the point clouds are provided by the
Pepper Robot at 640 × 480 resolution. 0e image and the
point cloud are registered, so for each pixel in the color
image, there is a corresponding point in the point cloud.
0en, the color image is resized to 416 × 416, which is the

input size of the YOLOv3 [37] architecture. YOLOv3-416 is
the chosen R-CNN implementation. 0is version provides
35 fps on a Nvidia 1080Ti, which is suitable for real-time
uses, while currently being one of the most accurate ar-
chitectures. 0e output of this architecture is composed of
the bounding boxes of the detected objects and their cor-
responding category.

Instead of taking an already trained model, we trained
one from scratch. As mentioned before, the system must
detect the dangerous items that are likely to appear in indoor
environments. 0e categories of objects we selected are
electrical panels, tangles of wires, wall and floor mounted
sockets, knives, ovens, shoes, bottles, hobs, cats, dogs, and
robot vacuum cleaners. In total, we consider 11 categories. In
order to train the model, we built a custom dataset. To do so,
11,000 images were downloaded automatically from free
stock images websites. 0e number of images per category is
balanced, so the dataset comprehends 1, 000 images per
class. 0e images were automatically downloaded in bulk by
searching for the keywords mentioned before. A team of 5
human agents curated the dataset by ensuring that the
images correctly depicted the categories and manually

Toilet

Bedroom

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10: Location of devices and field of view.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11: 0ree different risky situations (a–c) (the same in two views simultaneously) and (d).

Table 2: Detection results across the clinical environment.

Risky situation True positive False negative
Fall 1 3000 0
Fall 2 3000 0
Fall 3 3000 0
Extended stay 2881 119
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labeled the bounding boxes of the objects. Finally, we used
60% of the samples for training, 20% were used for vali-
dation and the rest for testing. Once we built the dataset, we
trained the architecture using the YOLO loss for 25,000
epochs. However, the best intersection over union score was
reached at epoch 21,700. 0is model was selected and in-
volved in the experiments. As a result, the system is able to
accurately detect the considered dangerous items and state
the area of the image that depict them using an image of the
scene capture by the Pepper Robot.

0e tridimensional subregion extraction and the cen-
troid computation have no parameters.

We tested the OGT in the same office environment in
which we deployed the SOD system. We focused the de-
tection on those that were not considered by the OGT
system. We tested the following scenarios:

(i) Objects lying on the floor that are not considered by
the OGT

(ii) Objects sitting on other objects and obstacles
(iii) Objects integrated into other objects and obstacles

As mentioned, the OGT failed to detect some objects
such as the laptop power adapter and a bottle on the floor.
0ese objects remained unnoticed because certain steps of
the OGT algorithms filtered them, but the SOD is able to
properly detect them again.

In the OGTexperiments, the knife and the power sockets
were not detected alone but as part of the table and walls. In
this case, the SOD does not contribute with new potentially

dangerous areas but include semantic information on them.
However, the semantic information of the object provides
highly valuable data to enhance the alerts of the AAL system.
For instance, if a falling event is detected by the AAL after
the violation of potentially dangerous area of the power
socket, the patient may have suffered an electric shock.

0e bottle was also ignored by the OGT. 0e depth
sensor cannot compute the distance of plastic surfaces. 0e
only part of the bottle represented in the point clouds is the
label. Nonetheless, the amount of points in the label does not
exceed the minimum point size of the clustering process of
the OGT, so they are filtered. However, the color in-
formation correctly depicts the bottle, so the SOD system is
able to detect it. Figure 13 shows these experiments.

4.5. Robot Running the Superficial Object Detector Algorithm
Experiments in Home Environment. Homes also have
multiple sources of potentially dangerous areas such as
ovens or electrical panels. Hence, in this experiment, we
deployed the robot in an actual home environment and ran
the SOD algorithm.We will focus on the same goals as in the
last experiment:

(i) Objects lying on the floor that are not considered by
the OGT

(ii) Objects sitting on other objects and obstacles
(iii) Objects integrated into other objects and obstacles

In a home, there are not likely to be objects lying on the
ground that would be a source of danger. For instance, the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 12: Results of detection of the potentially dangerous area in an office environment. (a)0e generated map of the environment. (b–d)
0e results of the OGT algorithm from different points of view.
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SOD algorithm only detected the family’s dog. Nonetheless,
our algorithm also found a variety of potentially dangerous
objects that are integrated into, or sitting on, other objects.
For instance, the robot vacuum cleaner, the oven, the hob,
electrical panels and electrical sockets, and knives were
correctly detected as potentially dangerous areas. As men-
tioned earlier, some of these dangerous areas would be
included in the obstacles detected by the OGT so the SOD
only contributes the semantic information.

Figure 14 shows some of the potentially dangerous areas
detected by the SOD.

4.6. Qualitative Evaluation of a Fall Event. In this experi-
ment, we simulated a fall event in an office environment
(Figure 15). When the AAL detected that a person is of the
floor (Figures 16(a) and 16(b)), it raises an Alarm using the

common interface between the AAL and the robot (Fig-
ure 17). 0at alarm is composed of the location in which the
event was detected, a corresponding image, and the semantic
meaning of the event, which in this case is “fall.” If more
semantic information is available, it would be included in the
alarm. For instance, if the robot previously detected an
automatic vacuum cleaner in the room, such information
would be included. 0e alarms are broadcasted to the
communication system using a ROS topic. 0ere can be
several listeners polling the alarms, for instance, the robot. In
this case, the Pepper Robot navigates to the location of the
event to check whether it is was a positive detection or not
and whether there are additional nonstatic danger sources
nearby. 0e robot also asks the user if he/she needed help.
0e image from the robot viewpoint, the detected additional
sources of danger (if any), and the person’s response to the
question of the robot are also included in the alarm.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f )

(g) (h)

Figure 13: Results of detection of the potentially dangerous area on an office environment. (a–d) Color images as captured by the mobile
robot. (e–h) Potentially dangerous areas as returned by the SOD algorithm. Spheres are drawn for visualization purposes.
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As mentioned before, several listeners could be polling
the alarms besides the robot. For instance, a mobile phone
could be also connected so the alarms can reach the person’s
relatives or an assigned carer.

0e response time of each subsystem is reported in
Table 3. 0e AAL system, which is in change of detecting the
person invading a dangerous area and of raising the cor-
responding alarms, is able to run at about 12 fps. 0e OGT
and SOD systems run in parallel in the external server that is
controlling the robot, at about 3 fps. 0e SLAM algorithms
run in the robot’s onboard computer at 21 fps.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the integration of a domestic robot in an ambient
assisting living environment is proposed.0eAAL system that
features an RGB-D camera is able to detect dangerous events
such as a person falling or perimeter breaches. Nonetheless,
there are small and occluded potentially dangerous areas that
cannot be detected with its camera. So, in order to enhance the

AAL capabilities, we propose the utilization of a mobile robot.
In this case, a Pepper Robot is in charge of detecting small,
nonstatic potentially dangerous areas, such as near wall
outlets, a robotic vacuum cleaner, or knives. 0e position of
these objects is forwarded to the AAL, so it can consider more
dangerous areas.

We put to test out system in three different environ-
ments (home, clinical, and office) with high success. 0e
exhaustive experimentation supports the high accuracy and
applicability of the system. In addition, processing times also
back the suitability for real-time utilization.

Regarding the limitations of our approach, we realized
that the robot tends to accumulate error in the localization
process where the features of the location it is at are mo-
notonous.0is is due to the way we simulate a laser sensor for
the SLAM algorithms. As reported in [38], the precise version
of our Pepper Robot has an error-prone depth camera due to
a design fault. As a result, the depth data shows high levels of
aberrance, thus providing erroneous measures and eventually
causing localization errors.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

Figure 14: Results of detection of potentially dangerous area on a home environment. (a–d) Color images as captured by the mobile robot.
(e–h) Potentially dangerous areas as returned by the SOD algorithm. Spheres are drawn for visualization purposes.

(a) (b)

Figure 15: Risky situation triggered by the AAL with a fall detection.
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Regarding future research lines, we are exploring the use
of convolutional pose machines (CPM) [9, 39, 40] to identify
the 3D position of a person’s joints and thus to track their 3D
skeleton. CPM techniques have shown good performance in
the detection of articulated objects. First, the joints are located
in the color images, and second, their 3D positions are es-
timated taking into account the depth information fromRBG-
D sensor. 0is 3D skeleton tracking opens the door to a finer
detection of dangerous situations, as arms, head, and legs are
estimated separately. In addition, a replacement of the current
AAL people detection with a fully deep learning-based ap-
proach in real-time is also under development.0e robustness
provided by neural networks will hopefully improve detection
even with static persons and difficult lightning conditions.
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Music can evoke a variety of emotions, which may be manifested by distinct signals on the electroencephalogram (EEG). Many
previous studies have examined the associations between specific aspects of music, including the subjective emotions aroused, and
EEG signal features. However, no study has comprehensively examined music-related EEG features and selected those with the
strongest potential for discriminating emotions. So, this paper conducted a series of experiments to identify the most influential
EEG features induced bymusic evoking different emotions (calm, joy, sad, and angry).We extracted 27-dimensional features from
each of 12 electrode positions then used correlation-based feature selectionmethod to identify the feature set most strongly related
to the original features but with lowest redundancy. Several classifiers, including Support Vector Machine (SVM), C4.5, LDA, and
BPNN, were then used to test the recognition accuracy of the original and selected feature sets. Finally, results are analyzed in
detail and the relationships between selected feature set and human emotions are shown clearly. .rough the classification results
of 10 random examinations, it could be concluded that the selected feature sets of Pz are more effective than other features when
using as the key feature set to classify human emotion statues.

1. Introduction

Recognition of emotion state is an important aim for the
development of advanced brain-computer interfaces (BCIs).
For this application, emotion recognition using the elec-
troencephalogram (EEG) has garnered widespread interest
due to the convenience, high resolution, and reliability of
EEG recordings. Music can evoke powerful emotions, and
these emotions are associated with distinct EEG signal
patterns. Identification of the EEG signals associated with
these emotions may help elucidate the neurological basis for
music appreciation, contribute to the development of music
programmes for mood therapy [1], and provide biomarkers
and novel methods for studying neuropsychiatric disorders
such as depression and Alzheimer’s disease [2].

Numerous studies have identified EEG signals associ-
ated with distinct features of music, including familiarity,
level of processing, phrase rhythm, and subjective

emotional response. .ammasan et al. extracted power
density spectra and fractal dimensions from the Database
for Emotion Analysis using Physiological Signals (DEAPs)
and found that using low familiarity music improved the
accuracy of recognition regardless of whether the classifier
was support vector machine (SVM), multilayer perception,
or C4.5 [3]. Kumagai et al. investigated the relationship
between cortical response and familiarity of music. .ey
found that the two peaks of the cross-correlation values
were significantly larger when listening to unfamiliar or
scrambled music compared with familiar music. Collec-
tively, these findings suggest that the cortical response to
unfamiliar music is stronger than that to familiar music and
so is more appreciate for classification applications by BCIs
[4]. Santosa et al. design series of experiments, in which,
different level noise, such as no noise (NN), midlevel noise
(MN), and high-level noise (HN), was added into the
music..e 14 subjects were tested in four different auditory
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environments: music segments only, noise segments only,
music + noise segments, and the entire music interfered by
noise segments..en, their responses data were analyzed to
determine the effects of background noise on the hemi-
spheric lateralization in music processing [5]. Hong and
Santosa investigated whether activations in the auditory
cortex caused by different sounds can be distinguished
using functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) [6].
Bigliass et al. used musical stimuli as interference to ex-
amine how the brain controls action when processing two
tasks at the same time [7]. Lopata et al. reported stronger
activity of the frontal lobe alpha band, which is correlated
with the mental imagery of music after it has been played
and studied, in subjects with music improvisation training
compared with subjects without training. .us, level of
processing (e.g., creative processing) influences the EEG
response. Moreover, these results suggest that musical
creativity can be learned and improved and that these
changes are measurable by EEG [8]. Phneah and Nisar
compared the EEG responses induced by favourite subject-
selected music to “relaxing” music selected based on alpha
wave binaural beats and found that the relaxing music had
stronger and longer-lasting physiological and psycholog-
ical soothing effects [9]. .us, EEG signals can help in the
selection of mood-modifying music. Bridwell et al. com-
pared the EEG responses evoked by structured guitar notes
and random notes and found a waveform at 200ms that
was more strongly activated by the structured sequence.
Further, the result of this study is that 4 Hz note patterns
appears somewhat distinct from the sensitivity of statistical
regularities of “auditory oddball” [10]. Mart́ınez-Rodrigo
et al. found distinct EEG responses in theta and alpha bands
to phrase rhythm variations of two classical sonatas, one in
bipartite form and the other in rondo form [11]. Zhou et al.
compared the processing of musical meaning conveyed by
direction of pitch change in congenital amusia. Twelve
Mandarin-speaking amusia and 12 controls performed a
recognition (implicit) and a semantic congruency judge-
ment (explicit) task while their EEG waveforms were
recorded. .e authors concluded that amusia are able to
process iconic musical meaning through multiple acoustic
cues in natural musical excerpts but not through the di-
rection of pitch change [12]. Many researchers studied the
relationships between human emotions and their EEG
signal. Lu et al. selected nine musical passages as stimuli
and divided them into three groups using variance test and
t-test according to the two-dimensional model of emotion.
To analyse EEG signals, they extracted the power density
spectra of different bands and used principle component
analysis (PCA) dimensionality reduction for feature se-
lection. .ey found that emotion recognition accuracy by
SVM was higher using the average power information of
beta and gamma bands compared with other bands. .us,
beta and gamma bands appear to contain signal in-
formation useful for emotional discrimination [13]. Di
et al. presented an analysis procedure in order to study the
affect of human emotion using EEG characteristics induced
by sound stimuli with different frequencies [14]. Kurbalija
et al. proposed a method of emotion recognition from EEG

signals using distance-based time-series classification. .e
results showed that the EEG signal could be used suc-
cessfully to construct models for recognition of emotions,
individuals, and other related tasks [15]. Kobayashi and
Nakagawa presented the emotion fractal analysis method
(EFAM) in their paper. .ey assessed emotions based on
EEG data to propose a BCI system which can recognize
emotions including delight, anger, sorrow, and pleasure
and used that information to manipulate an electric
wheelchair [16]. Zhao et al. sampled the EEG signal of the
volunteers when they watched affective films. After
extracting the EEG features, SVM was employed as the
classifier to recognize human emotions [17]. Ivanovic et al.
collected EEG data from ten males between 25 and 40 years
old and presented an automatic real-time classification
algorithm using EEG data cited by self-induced emotions
[18]. Yoon and Chung proposed a Bayes’ theorem-based
classifier which used supervised learning algorithm to
recognize human emotion according to the volunteers’
EEG data. In the recognition, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
analysis was used for feature extraction [19].

.e complexity of EEG signals has hampered the se-
lection of optimal feature sets for discrimination of emo-
tions evoked by music. To compensate for the lack of single
feature recognition, many previous studies have attempted
to extract one or several linear or nonlinear dynamic
characteristics of EEG signals for distinguish different
music stimuli by machine learning. For example, to study
and prevent mild depression, Li et al. extracted 816 features
(17 features of 3 frequency bands from 16 electrodes) and
improved the recognition rate using CFS dimension re-
duction and machine learning. .ey also suggested that
signals from electrode positions FP1, FP2, F3, O2, and T3
are most strongly related to mild depression [20]. Xu and
Zuo proposed an algorithm based on mutual information
and PCA to compensate for the lack of nonlinear re-
lationships between the features of PCA alone using the
database of the 2005 international BCI competition. After
joint power spectrum estimation, continuous wavelet
analysis, wavelet package analysis, and Hjorth parameter
calculations, they used the newly proposed algorithm for
selection and compared results to the PCA algorithm alone.
.ey found that dimension reduction by the proposed
algorithm improved classification accuracy using SCM as
the classifier [21].

.ough many achievements have been gained in this
field, there are still some problems for emotion recognition.
Firstly, the main results in emotional recognition focus on
visual emotion recognition. .e researches in recognition
of emotion evoked by music are less and the recognition
rates are lower. But in human daily life, music-induced
emotions are effective and persistent, allowing a clearer
observation of brain activity in this emotional state [22].
Secondly, the spatial resolution of EEG signal is low. So, the
effect of the study of brain cognitive rules based on features
is poor; most of them can only be precise to a certain brain
area, but it is impossible to put forward more precise brain
cognitive mechanism. .e effectiveness of the study of
brain cognitive rules based on features is unsatisfactory.
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Most of them can only be located to a certain brain area, but
it is difficult to construct the relationships between EEG
electrode and emotions’ classification [23]. Lastly, due to
the complexity of the EEG, most previous studies on the
relationships between EEG signal features and music-
evoked emotions have focused on the analysis of a few
specific characteristics. However, few studies have con-
ducted a comprehensive unbiased analysis of whole-brain
EEG signals associated with music-evoked emotions and
then selected those with highest discriminative power for
various classifiers [24].

In the presented study, we want to obtain the most
influential EEG signal feature set of the human emotion
classification. To achieve this goal, 18-dimension linear
features and 9-dimension nonlinear features were extracted
for every electrode, and the correlation-based feature se-
lection (CFS) method was employed to select the influential
feature set. To verify the influence of the selected feature set,
the classification methods including BPNN, SVM, C4.5, and
LDA were used in the procedure of human emotion clas-
sification. .e experiment results showed that the selected
feature set of Pz electrode and the classification method C4.5
were more effective in human emotion recognition.

2. Methods

As shown in Figure 1, there were five stages in this study:
collection of volunteers’ subject data, EEG recording during
listening music, extraction of EEG features, emotion clas-
sification, and detailed analysis for validation, dimension
reduction, and accuracy improvement.

2.1. Source of Music Stimuli. .e music stimuli used in this
study are from the database of 1000 songs, which was se-
lected by Mohammad Soleymani and colleagues of the
University of Geneva for emotion analysis from the Free

Music Archive (http://freemusicarchive.org/). For each
song, the sampling rate in the database is 44,100Hz and the
length is 45 s. Each song is also marked with the arousal
dimension and the valence dimension for classification by
the two-dimensional model [25, 26]. For classification, we
separated the data into four groups according to the highest
average scores and variance and there were 22 samples in
“joy” and “calm” group, while 20 samples in “sad” and
“angry” group. To balance the data number, 20 music
samples were chosen for every emotion. .e average scores,
variance of arousal, and valence values were provided by the
above database. As shown in Figure 2, there was no sig-
nificant difference between the scores in different groups by
checking the correlation between the groups using analysis
of variance (ANOVA). As shown in Table 1, scores in arousal
dimension of sad and calm are same; scores in valence
dimension of angry and calm are same. So, we just compared
12 pairs in the table which showed the homogeneity test of
variance. .en, according to the reviewer’s suggestion, we
used the analysis of variance in Table 2. It is showed that the
P value is all less than 0.05, indicating that there are sig-
nificant differences in the four emotional statues in valence
and arousal dimension. Four kinds of emotions can be
regarded as different kinds of data and used as different
stimulus to cause EEG signals of audiences in experiments
[27]. In the experiment, the data with highest scores for both
arousal and valence dimension were defined as “happy” or
“joy,” that with lowest scores for the two dimensions were
defined as “sad,” and that with highest arousal and lowest
valence as “angry” and defined the data as “calm” in the
opposite case.

2.2. EEG Recording. .e participants were eight graduate
students who have not music background (23.11± 3.14 years
old, six males and two females). Before the experiment, the
subjects provided personal information and informed
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consent. .ey were requested to avoid stimuli and refrain
from activities that may induce strong emotions before one
day of the experiment. At the beginning of the experiment,
EEG electrodes were applied, and subjects were requested to
remain calm with eyes closed for 2min without playing any
music. To avoid carryover effects, the music was played in
the order calm, happy, sad and angry during EEG re-
cordings. Each music passage was 45 s long, and to get same
music number, we select 20 music passages in each music
emotion group. To avoid volunteer fatigue, subjects rested
for approximately 10–15min between each block of 20
music passages in a given group. Every subject was asked to
repeat the experiment 2 or 3 days later, yielding a total of 16
datasets. Due to failure of one trial, however, only 15 datasets
were obtained.

A NCCMEDICAL NCERP-P series EEG system and 24
electrodes EEG map was used for all recordings (Figure 3),
and EEG electrodes were arranged according to the 10–20
international system. .e average resistance of bilateral
papillae reference and scalp recording electrodes was
5 k·Ohm, the sampling rate was 256Hz, and the power
frequency was 50Hz. Before data processing, the eye power
was filtered by ICA on EEG devices. .e original signal is

filtered through adaptive filtering to remove 50Hz power
frequency noise, and the final signal is obtained through
wavelet filtering and preprocessing.

3. Data Analysis

3.1. Feature Extraction. Many previous studies on EEG
correlates of human emotion have examined only linear
features [28–30]. However, developments in nonlinear dy-
namics have enhanced our understanding of the brain as a
high-dimensional complex chaotic system, and nonlinear
dynamic characteristics are now widely used in EEG re-
search [31–33]. As shown in Figure 4, the EEG data acquired
were first preprocessed and filtered for noise and the 50Hz
frequency signal filtered by adaptive filtering..e ICA signal
was then filtered out to extract a 15 s EEG epoch for each
music passage which is located in the middle of the 45 s
music. .is is because we want to avoid volunteers’ mood
swing at the beginning of the testing and fatigue at the end of
the testing. So, the first and the last 15 s data were removed.
We focused on electrodes FP1, FP2, F3, F4, F7, F8, Fz, C3,
C4, T3, T4, and Pz as these positions are strongly related to
emotion. .e 18-dimensional linear features (peak, mean,
variance, centre frequency, maximum power, and power
sum of 3 frequency bands, theta, alpha, and beta) plus the 9-
dimensional nonlinear dynamics features (singular spectral
entropy, Lempel–Ziv complexity, spectral entropy, C0
complexity, maximum Lyapunov exponent, sample entropy,
approximate entropy, K entropy, and correlation di-
mension) were extracted.

.e linear features were expressed as following. Peak
could be presented as

Pe � max[x(n)]. (1)

where x(n) is the sampling EEG data.
Mean and variance are just the mean value and variance

of x(n). Centre frequency could be expressed as

Fa � Fc ×
fs

a
, (2)

where a is the scale value in wavelet transform and fs is the
sampling frequency; Fc is the wavelet centre frequency when
the scale was 1; Fa was the centre frequency when the scale
was a. If r(k) was the self-correlation function of EEG data
x(n), maximum power could be defined as

Pm � max[P(ω)], (3)

in which,

P(ω) � 
+∞

k�−∞
r(k)e
−jωk

. (4)

Power sum was the summation of P(ω).
.e nonlinear features could be obtained according to

the following references. Approximate entropy was pre-
sented by Pincus in 1983 [34]. It is a positive number and
for EEG signals, the larger the value, the higher the
complexity or the stronger the irregularity. Sample Entropy
is an improvement of approximate entropy by Richman
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Figure 2: Emotional classification of the sample music.

Table 1: Homogeneity test of variance.

Pairs Levene statistic df1 df2 Saliency
sad_arousal-clam_arousal 2.445a 7 12 0.083
sad_arousal-joy_arousal 2.905b 7 12 0.050
sad_arousal-angry_arousal 2.749c 7 12 0.054
clam_arousal-joy_arousal 1.036a 4 14 0.423
clam_arousal-angry_arousal 1.392b 4 14 0.287
joy_arousal-angry_arousal 0.473a 4 14 0.755
sad_valence-clam_valence 0.398a 5 13 0.842
sad_valence-joy_valence 2.512b 5 13 0.084
sad_valence-angry_valence 2.307c 5 13 0.104
clam_valence-joy_valence 1.219a 6 13 0.357
clam_valence-angry_valence 0.969b 6 13 0.483
joy_valence-angry_valence 2.516a 3 11 0.058
a, b, and c are the ignored abnormal values
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and Moorman [35], which can reduce the calculation error
and improve the calculation accuracy. Correlation di-
mension is an important branch of fractal dimension and
was proposed by Grassberger and Procaccia in 1983 [36]. K
entropy was also called information dimension and was

presented by Kolmogrov and was improved by Sinai. It can
be expressed according to reference [37]. .e higher the LZ
complexity is, the more irregular the change of time series
is. It indicates the rate at which a given time series increases
with its length to cause a new pattern increasing. .e new
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Table 2: Variance analysis.

Pairs Sum of squares df Mean of square F Saliency
sad_arousal∗ clam_arousal 1.195 7 0.171 5.898 0.033
sad_arousal∗ joy_arousal 1.377 11 0.125 7.597 0.026
sad_arousal∗ angry_arousal 2.326 14 0.166 10.661 0.015
clam_arousal∗ joy_arousal 0.354 11 0.032 521.398 0.001
clam_arousal∗ angry_arousal 0.654 14 0.047 23.641 0.001
joy_arousal∗ angry_arousal 2.46 14 0.176 10.649 0.018
sad_valence∗ clam_valence 0.593 8 0.074 231.87 0.001
sad_valence∗ joy_valence 1.037 8 0.13 12.58 0. 015
sad_valence∗ angry_valence 0.539 10 0.054 11.042 0.018
clam_valence∗ joy_valence 1.56 10 0.156 22.03 0.001
clam_valence∗ angry_valence 0.957 10 0.096 22.464 0.001
joy_valence∗ angry_valence 2.025 10 0.203 1.16 0.404
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pattern shows a decreasing trend with the increase of time,
which means that the change of original data series is
slower. It can be expressed according to reference [38].
Whether the maximum Lyapunov exponent is greater than
zero is the criterion to judge whether the system is chaotic
or not, and it can be expressed according to reference [39].
.e idea of the C0 complexity is to decompose the time
series to be analyzed into random sequence and regular
sequence. It can be expressed according to reference [40].
Singular spectrum analysis is to reconstruct the delay of
one-dimensional EEG time series into multidimensional
phase space. After singular value decomposition, the im-
portance of decomposed quantities is determined
according to the order of energy [41]. .e spectral entropy
can be expressed according to [42]. In the procedure, firstly,
the signal is transformed by Fourier transform, then the
power distribution of the signal is calculated and the unit
power is normalized.

3.2. Feature Selection. .e CFS method, which is widely
used for feature selection and data cleaning, compre-
hensively evaluates the correlations between features and
classifications as well as the redundancy between features
[43, 44]. .e core idea of this method is to remove re-
dundant features and select unique class-related features
from the original feature set using correlation analysis
[45]. Briefly, CFS calculates the correlations between
features as well as between features and categories of
feature concentration. .e calculation formula is shown
below:

Merit �
krcf������������

k + k(k− 1)rff
 . (5)

Merit is an evaluation of the characteristic subset s,
where s contains k characteristics, rcf represents the
average correlation between feature f(f ∈ S) and category
c, and rff represents the average relativity value between
features. Formula (5) shows that for the feature subset s,
when the correlations between each feature and class label
were greater, and the correlations between each two fea-
tures were smaller, the value of merit would be much
greater, and it means that the feature set s was the better
one.

.e correlation between the features can be calculated
using the information gain method. Assuming that y is a
possible value of attribute Y, then the entropy of Y is cal-
culated as

H(Y) � −
y∈Y

p(y) log2(p(y)). (6)

If a certain property X is known, the method to calculate
the entropy of Y under X conditions is

H(Y ∣ X) � − 
x∈X

p(x) 
y∈Y

p(y ∣ x) log2(p(y ∣ x)).
(7)

.e additional information that feature X contributes to
Y is called information gain. .e correlation between

information gain and two features is positive. Information
gain is defined as

H(Y)−H(Y ∣ X). (8)

Since information gain is a measurement method of
symmetry, it must be normalized. To this end, we used the
following formula:

UXY � 2.0 ×
H(Y)−H(Y ∣ X)

H(Y) + H(X)
. (9)

.e correlation coefficient describes the strength of
correlation between two variables, with values closer to 1
indicating a stronger correlation.

A greedy progressive search algorithm was used to gen-
erate candidate feature subsets from feature sets. Using this
algorithm, feature selection produces a feature sequence that is
sorted by the degree of correlation f1, f2, f3, . . . , f27, then
uses the classifier to identify the feature subset (f1), (f1, f2),
(f1, f2, f3), (f1, f2, f3, f4), (f1, f2, f3, f4, . . . f25, f26).

As shown in Table 3, for every feature, we calculated the
average Merit value of every volunteer. From the result, if we
set the threshold as 0.1, the average Merit value of feature 4,
8, 10, 14, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26 are higher than the
threshold while other features were much lower. So, they
were selected as the influential features which were agreed
with the data in Table 4.

3.3. Classifier Verification. SVM, decision tree, and neural
network are the most common classification methods used
in machine learning. In this study, SVM, C4.5, BP neural
network, and LDA were used to verify the recognition rate
(accuracy) after feature selection. We used the method of
10% cross validation, 10% of data is the training data, then
took the mean value of 100 times repetitions to identify the
correct rate as the recognition rate. Finally, as shown in
Figure 5, for every subfigure, the horizontal axis is the
electrodes and the vertical axis is the recognition rate. For
every classification method, using Pz, T3, and T4 elec-
trodes’ data, we can get much higher recognition rates than
using other electrodes. So, these 3 electrodes were chosen in
the classification procedure. Moreover, to compare the
results in details, the recognition accuracy values using the
3 electrodes’ data through the four classification methods
are shown in Table 5.

According to classification results, the recognition rates of
the features selected by CFS (feature subset) were greater than
the recognition rates before dimension reduction using SVM,
C4.5, and BP. But for LDA method, the situation was op-
posite. According to previous validation studies, LDA is a
robust emotion classifier [46]. But in the current study, BP,
SVM, and C4.5 achieved good classification accuracy.

In order to evaluate the classifier performance, the ROC
curves of four different classifiers are shown in Figure 6. .e
ROC curve of C4.5 and LDA classifier is good, and the AUC
average value is larger, so the performance of LDA and C4.5
classifier is better than that of BP and SVM.

For statistical feature analysis, two samples of t-tests
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were performed on the different emotional features and
different electrodes (at significance level p � 0.05). .en,
each feature of each electrode was tested by paired t-test,
and the number of features rejected according to the null
hypothesis was recorded. Table 6 examines whether the
features of the same electrode are irrelevant when different
emotions are stimulated, and the values in the table indicate
the number of P values bigger than 0.05. From the t-test
results in Table 6, the number of unrelated features was
greater for electrodes T4 and Pz than for any other elec-
trode pair.

3.4. Feature Test. .e analysis above indicates that the
features selected by CFS are more effective for discrimi-
nation than the original features. To identify the most
effective features in the original feature set, the features in
the optimal feature subset, which means the feature set
contains n features selected by CFS for one volunteer, were
analyzed. Since the optimal feature subset selected by CFS a
little differs by volunteer, it is necessary to consider the
optimal recognition rate which is get using optimal feature
subset, for all volunteers. .erefore, we extracted the
recognition rate of all feature subsets for all subjects and
verified the best feature subset for most subjects. From the
analysis shown in Figure 7, when the feature number n
changes from 2 to 27, electrodes T4 and Pz were the most
effective for recognition of music-evoked emotions.
Moreover, recognition accuracy was better of C4.5 than
other classification methods, and the accuracies of T4 and
Pz electrodes are much better than that of P3. .e data
corresponding to Figure 7 are shown in Table 7.

.is recognition analysis using signals from different
electrodes and different classifiers indicated that recognition
accuracy was not improved so much or was even reduced
when the selected feature subset had more than 10 di-
mensions, regardless of the recognition algorithm or EEG
channel used. .e top 10-dimensional feature subsets of
each music group in the 15 datasets were selected to con-
struct a frequency distribution histogram. In the histogram,
a more effective feature has higher frequency to be selected
by CFS. As shown in Figure 8, for three electrodes, there are
15 volunteers’ experiment data of different features in fre-
quency domain. .e total chosen times of every feature by
CFS for every volunteer are shown in Table 4. We chose the
features whose chosen time was higher than 20 as the fea-
tures correlated with the class labels closely, such as feature 4
(Alpha centre frequency), 8 (.eta average value), 10 (.eta
centre frequency), 14 (Beta average value), 16 (Beta centre
frequency), 17 (Beta maximum power), 20 (entropy of K), 21
(approximate entropy), 22 (the maximum Lyapunov ex-
ponent), 23 (the complexity of C0), 25 (the spectral entropy),
and 26 (Lempel–Ziv complexity). .e above features in-
cluded 6-dimensional linear features, and 6-dimensional
nonlinear features were the final selected optimal feature
subset. .is represents the characteristic feature combina-
tion most effective for most subjects.

Table 4: Accuracies for different dimension features subset across
different electrode.

No. Feature Selected
times

Correlation
degree

1 Alpha peak 0 Low
2 Alpha average value 2 Low
3 Alpha variance 0 Low
4 Alpha centre frequency 28 High
5 Alpha maximum power 0 Low
6 Alpha power sum 0 Low
7 .eta peak 0 Low
8 .eta average value 41 High
9 .eta variance 0 Low
10 .eta centre frequency 26 High
11 .eta maximum power 7 Low
12 .eta power sum 0 Low
13 Beta peak 0 Low
14 Beta average value 40 High
15 Beta variance 0 Low
16 Beta centre frequency 27 High
17 Beta maximum power 21 High
18 Beta power sum 0 Low
19 Singular spectral entropy 19 Low
20 Entropy of K 30 High
21 Approximate entropy 27 High
22 Maximum Lyapunov exponent 35 High
23 Complexity of C0 31 High
24 Sample entropy 18 Low
25 Spectral entropy 39 High
26 Lempel–Ziv complexity 40 High
27 Correlation dimension 19 Low

Table 3: .e differences of average value Uxy for every feature.

No. Feature Uxy

1 Alpha peak 0.042
2 Alpha average value 0.061
3 Alpha variance 0.035
4 Alpha centre frequency 0.146
5 Alpha maximum power 0.024
6 Alpha power sum 0.021
7 .eta peak 0.019
8 .eta average value 0.127
9 .eta variance 0.031
10 .eta centre frequency 0.189
11 .eta maximum power 0.072
12 .eta power sum 0.012
13 Beta peak 0.031
14 Beta average value 0.194
15 Beta variance 0.014
16 Beta centre frequency 0.124
17 Beta maximum power 0.101
18 Beta power sum 0.023
19 Singular spectral entropy 0.055
20 Entropy of K 0.202
21 Approximate entropy 0.138
22 Maximum Lyapunov exponent 0.129
23 Complexity of C0 0.121
24 Sample entropy 0.061
25 Spectral entropy 0.183
26 Lempel–Ziv complexity 0.211
27 Correlation dimension 0.074
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4. Experiments and Analysis

4.1. Linear Features. We found that the beta wave accounted
for the largest proportion of linear features selected by CFS,
consistent with previous research on emotion recognition
[47]. Of the linear features, the band centre frequency was
also of obvious importance, possibly because the centre
frequency best represents and distinguishes the band.

In this study, EEGLAB was used to analyse the linear
features..e steps are as follows. First, the wavelet was used to
process the frequency-band divisions (theta, alpha, and beta)
of the 15 datasets. .en, the EEG data acquired during music

evoking the four emotions, and the associated frequency
bands were superimposed on the average. Finally, EEGLAB
was imported and brain topographic maps constructed for
each emotion using the 12 emotion-related electrodes.

As shown in Figure 9, when the subject was listening to
angry or quiet music, band energy was higher in the frontal
area. When listening to joyful music, theta and alpha band
energy was higher in the occipital cortex region, while beta
band energy was higher at the forehead. When listening to
sad music, the alpha wave exhibited a wider activity range.
Comparing these activity patterns, the alpha band appears to
change mostly with emotion evoked by music, suggesting
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Figure 5: .e recognition rates of SVM, C4.5, BP, and LDA classifiers before and after dimension reduction. (a) Feature reduction
recognition rate verified by SVM. (b) Feature reduction recognition rate verified by C4.5. (c) Feature reduction recognition rate verified by
BP. (d) Feature reduction recognition rate verified by LDA.
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Table 5: .e classification accuracy through the 4 methods using 27 features and the CFS feature set.

Methods Feature set Electrode Recognition rate (%)

SVM

27 original features
Pz 47.68
T3 51.22
T4 57.49

Feature set selected by CFS
Pz 75.42
T3 55.83
T4 63.74

C4.5

27 original features
Pz 72.24
T3 52.56
T4 73.32

Feature set selected by CFS
Pz 85.46
T3 63.78
T4 80.95

BP

27 original features
Pz 79.63
T3 54.64
T4 72.27

Feature set selected by CFS
Pz 82.55
T3 62.96
T4 78.71

LDA

27 original features
Pz 92.23
T3 63.54
T4 88.65

Feature set selected by CFS
Pz 89.78
T3 56.89
T4 70.43
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Figure 6: Continued.
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Table 6: .e unrelated numbers of 12 electrodes of different emotions using paired t-test (p> 0.05).

Electrode FP1 FP2 F3 F4 F7 F8 Fz C3 C4 T3 T4 Pz
Anger-calm 146 135 139 144 136 112 138 130 125 94 168 152
Anger-joy 132 116 107 130 109 105 115 126 76 92 157 142
Anger-sad 99 126 83 99 100 97 100 117 66 67 120 127
Calm-joy 126 124 101 116 97 119 121 109 99 80 124 129
Calm-sad 161 151 127 138 151 133 137 149 126 107 179 164
Joy-sad 112 127 94 111 116 110 103 127 89 103 162 145
Total 776 779 651 738 709 676 714 758 581 543 910 859
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Figure 6: .e ROC curves of SVM, C4.5, BP, and LDA classifiers.
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Figure 8: Frequency histograms of features from electrodes T3, T4, and Pz.

Table 7: Accuracies for different dimension features subset across different electrode.

Feature number 2 5 10 15 20 25
SVM (%)
T3 25.35 40.96 42.95 37.63 38.64 38.99
T4 24.75 30.67 41.66 42.86 43.52 46.23
Pz 40.67 61.53 60.97 41.63 39.94 38.01

C4.5 (%)
T3 37.56 40.82 50.67 56.32 55.77 56.18
T4 36.64 57.63 73.05 74.57 74.69 76.77
Pz 57.81 67.74 75.19 78.63 77.88 78.90

BP (%)
T3 20.23 32.74 40.12 45.64 47.57 48.92
T4 19.27 38.69 62.45 63.74 62.29 64.67
Pz 27.54 58.78 73.13 71.62 70.87 71.33

LDA (%)
T3 25.63 59.67 64.78 65.14 64.97 65.34
T4 21.78 32.71 45.91 50.83 47.63 46.92
Pz 20.79 38.98 58.67 62.38 63.00 62.47
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Figure 7: Recognition accuracies of different feature subset from electrodes T3, T4, and Pz verified by different classifiers. (a) Recognition
accuracy of different feature subsets of T3, T4, and Pz verified by SVM. (b) Recognition accuracy of different feature subset of T3, T4, and Pz
verified by C4.5. (c) Recognition accuracy of different feature subset of T3, T4, and Pz verified by BP. (d) Recognition accuracy of different
feature subset of T3, T4, and Pz verified by LDA.
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that the alpha band is more active when listening to emo-
tionally evocative music.

4.2. Nonlinear Features. To analyse the nonlinear charac-
teristics of the selected feature set, as shown in Figure 10, we
constructed a frequency histogram of the selected features
and studied the relationships between different emotions
and nonlinear characteristics.

For the Pz electrode, from the distribution histogram of
the 6 features in Figure 10, we can find some relationships
between it and the emotion classifications. .e value of
“angry” was mostly distributed in the lower numerical
segment in the histogram of maximum Lyapunov expo-
nent. It is the same as the histogram of spectral entropy. But
for “calm”, numerical distribution differences were not so
obvious except in complexity of C0 histogram. .e value of
“joy” was mostly distributed in the higher numerical
segment in the histogram of complexity of C0, entropy of
K, and spectral entropy compared with “angry”. .e value
of “sad” was mostly distributed in the higher numerical
segment in the histogram of approximate entropy and
spectral entropy.

For the T3 electrode, as shown in Figure 11, we can find
some differences between the histograms of “angry” and
“sad” according to approximate entropy, entropy of K, and
spectral entropy. But, the relationships between features
and emotions were less obvious than for electrodes Pz and
T4.

For the T4 electrode, from the distribution histogram of
the 6 features in Figure 12, we can also find some relationships
between it and the emotion classifications. .e value of
“angry” was mostly distributed in the lower numerical seg-
ment in the histogram of complexity of C0, maximum
Lyapunov exponent, complexity of LZ, and spectral entropy.
But for “calm”, numerical distribution differences were also
not so obvious except in complexity of LZ histogram. .e
value of “joy” was mostly distributed in the higher numerical
segment in the histogram of complexity of C0, maximum
Lyapunov exponent, complexity of LZ, and spectral entropy.
.e value distribution of “sad” was very similar to the dis-
tribution of “joy”, except some s small differences in ap-
proximate entropy and entropy of K.

By the comparison of nonlinear features’ value distri-
bution histogram, some differences could be found between
the four emotion states. Some differences were obvious such
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Figure 9: .ree distinct frequency-band topographic maps distinguishing the emotions calmness, happiness, sadness, and anger evoked by
music.
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Figure 10: Nonlinear characteristic frequency distribution of the Pz electrode.
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Figure 11: Continued.
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as “angry,” “joy,” and “sad”. But for “calm,” the differences
were not so obvious.

4.3. Examination and Repeatability. We then compared
emotion recognition accuracy among the 6-dimensional
linear features, 6-dimensional nonlinear features, the

selected 12-dimensional features, and the 27-dimensional
features using different algorithms. .e recognition rate
was higher for nonlinear features than linear features for
all algorithms, possibly because differences in nonlinear
EEG features are larger than the deviations of frequency
features within the same frequency band, such as the mean
values of centre frequency and maximum frequency.
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Figure 12: Nonlinear characteristic frequency distribution of the T4 electrode.
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Figure 11: Nonlinear characteristic frequency distribution of the T3 electrode.
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.erefore, nonlinear features may be more suitable for
classification of mood evoked by music. .e selected
features were then compared with the original 27-di-
mensional features. Accuracy was not significantly higher
than that with the original set, possibly because these
features were selected based on a comparison of all datasets
across subjects and were not the best set for any individual.
However, the smaller number of dimensions with equiv-
alent accuracy indicates that redundant features were
removed. .erefore, the 12-dimensional features selected
can be regarded as the main EEG features distinguishing
the emotions calm, anger, joy, and sadness evoked by

music. So, we selected the nonlinear features of Pz elec-
trodes as the best feature set for emotion recognition. .e
results are shown in Figure 13.

To test the repeatability of the classification effectiveness of
the selected feature set, we used the EEG signal of the 15
volunteers as the repeatability examination data source. .e
classification procedures were repeated for 10 times for each
volunteer. For every one, the EEG data was selected in four
emotion statures including joy, sad, calm, and angry..at was,
for every emotion of every volunteer, 8 randomly selected EEG
data were employed as testing data, and the other 72 EEG data
were used as the training data. .e classification results are
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Figure 13: Recognition accuracy comparison among feature subsets. (a) Feature reduction recognition rate verified by SVM. (b) Feature
reduction recognition rate verified by C4.5. (c) Feature reduction recognition rate verified by BP. (d) Feature reduction recognition rate
verified by LDA.
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listed in Table 8. It showed that the average recognition rates
were all higher than 85% and the nonlinear features of Pz
electrode were effective for emotion recognition.

.e DEAP database has also been tested in this paper. We
used the same data label as the article [1]..e score of valence
and arousal dimension 1–3 is regarded as low group and 7–9
is high group, and finally, more than 20 EEG data evoked by
videos were selected for every volunteer. .e 12-dimension
features mentioned in this paper were employed as the feature
set. .e result is that classification accuracy is higher than the
statistical characteristics mentioned in the article. And as
shown in Table 9, for C4.5 classifier, the correct classification
rate is 84.91% and 89.65% for valence and arousal.

5. Conclusions

.is study analyzed the linear and nonlinear characteristics
of EEG signals recorded during music evoking distinct
emotional responses (calm, joy, sadness, and anger) and
identified those features most effective for accurate EEG-
based recognition of emotion. .e EEG characteristics of 12
EEG electrodes yielded 27 dimensions each. Statistical
analysis revealed that electrodes T3, T4, and Pz were most
likely to be associated with the music stimulus. .e CFS
method was used to identify those features most effective for
EEG-based emotion recognition without redundancy. We
then used different classifiers to test whether the selected
feature set was more accurate than the original feature data.
.e results can be summarised as follows:

(1) .e algorithms C4.5 are more effective for emotion
classification of EEG signals than LDA, BP neural
network, and SVM.

(2) We used brain topographic maps and frequency
distribution histograms to identify the optimal subset
of linear and nonlinear features of the three electrodes
and identified six-dimensional linear features (centre
frequency of the alpha band, mean theta band, centre
frequency of the theta wave, mean delta band, centre
frequency of the delta band, and maximum power of
the delta wave) plus six-dimensional nonlinear fea-
tures (entropy of K, approximate entropy, maximum
Lyapunov exponent, C0 complexity, spectral entropy,
and LZ complexity). .ese dimensions may be the
most representative features for the classification of
music-evoked emotions.

(3) We compared discrimination accuracy among the
different combinations of linear and nonlinear fea-
tures and found that the nonlinear features were
more effective. Finally, the 12 selected dimensional
features were as accurate as the original 27 di-
mensions, indicating that redundant features were
eliminated. .en the classification results of 10 times
randomly examinations, it could be concluded that
the selected 6 nonlinear features of Pz are more
effective than other features when used as the key
feature set to classify human emotion statues.

Data Availability

.e music stimuli used in this study are from a database of
1000 songs, which was selected by Mohammad Soleymani
and colleagues of the University of Geneva for emotion
analysis from the Free Music Archive (http://
freemusicarchive.org/).
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*is paper proposes a novel classification framework and a novel data reduction method to distinguish multiclass motor imagery
(MI) electroencephalography (EEG) for brain computer interface (BCI) based on the manifold of covariance matrices in a
Riemannian perspective. For method 1, a subject-specific decision tree (SSDT) framework with filter geodesic minimum distance
to Riemannianmean (FGMDRM) is designed to identify MI tasks and reduce the classification error in the nonseparable region of
FGMDRM. Method 2 includes a feature extraction algorithm and a classification algorithm. *e feature extraction algorithm
combines semisupervised joint mutual information (semi-JMI) with general discriminate analysis (GDA), namely, SJGDA, to
reduce the dimension of vectors in the Riemannian tangent plane. And the classification algorithm replaces the FGMDRM in
method 1 with k-nearest neighbor (KNN), named SSDT-KNN. By applyingmethod 2 on BCI competition IV dataset 2a, the kappa
value has been improved from 0.57 to 0.607 compared to the winner of dataset 2a. Andmethod 2 also obtains high recognition rate
on the other two datasets.

1. Introduction

Brain computer interface (BCI) based on motor imagery
(MI) is used to analyze human intention by electroen-
cephalogram (EEG) signals generated by human brain
electrophysiological activity [1, 2]. Based on BCI technology,
exoskeletons can be used to help people with physical dis-
abilities regain their motor ability, and BCI also has wide
applications in smart home, entertainment, military, and
other fields [3–6].

Common spatial pattern (CSP) is widely used in motor
imagery to extract EEG features [7]. CSP has excellent
performance in two classification tasks, but the drawback is
that it needs a lot of electrodes [8].

Despite its short history, the use of the Riemannian
geometry in BCI decoding is currently attracting increasing
attention [9–13]. Covariance matrices lie in the space of
symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrices, which can be
formulated as a Riemannian manifold [14]. In the BCI field,
the connections of the CSP algorithm and the tools of
information geometry have been investigated, considering

several divergence functions in alternative to the Rie-
mannian distance [15–18]. Barachant et al. proposed a
simple data augmentation approach for improving the
performance of the Riemannian mean distance to mean
(MDM) algorithm [13]. Kumar et al. propose a single band
CSP framework for MI-BCI that utilizes the concept of
tangent space mapping in the manifold of covariance
matrices, and the proposed method obtains good results
when compared to other competing methods [19]. A hi-
erarchical MDM classifier for multiclass problem has been
tested in [20].

Advanced classifiers based on the tangent space on the
Riemannian manifold of positive matrices are also receiving
increasing attention. Barachant et al. map the covariance
matrices in the tangent space and apply feature selection and
linear discriminate analysis (LDA) in the tangent space [10].
For the application of the classifier in the tangent space, the
problem is that the curse of dimensionality. Traditional data
dimensionality reduction methods include two categories:
linear dimensionality reduction (LDR) and nonlinear di-
mensionality reduction (NLDR). Since most of the actual
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data are nonlinear, NLDR techniques such as locally linear
embedding (LLE) [21], isometric mapping (ISOMAP) [22],
maximum variance unfolding (MVU) [23], and t-distributed
stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [24, 25] are used to
tackle problems widely. Lee et al. used discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) and continuous wavelet transform
(CWT) to extract features of MI tasks, and Gaussian mixture
model (GMM) was used to construct GMM supervectors;
this method accelerates the speed of training and improves
the accuracy of motor imagery [26]. Sadatnejad et al. pro-
pose a new kernel to preserve the topology of data points in
the feature space, and the proposed kernel is strong, par-
ticularly in the cases where data points have a complex and
nonlinear separable distribution [8]. Xie et al. proposed a
framework for intrinsic submanifold learning from a high-
dimensional Riemannian manifold; the proposed method
exhibited strong robustness against a small training dataset
[27].

*ere is still another approach for overcoming the
problem of high dimensionality in SPD manifolds. And this
method maps from a high-dimensional SPD manifold to a
lower dimensional one while the geometry of SPDmanifolds
is preserved. And there are only two works of this way.
Davoudi et al. [14] proposed distance preservation to local
mean (DPLM) as dimensionality reduction technique,
combined with FGMDM, the best performance of this article
in terms of kappa value is 0.60. Harandi et al. [28] learned a
mapping that maximizes the geodesic distances between
interclass and simultaneously minimizes the distances be-
tween intraclass, and it is done via an optimization on
Grassmann manifolds.

In this paper, we proposed a novel SSDT-FGMDRM and
SSDT-KNN for the classification of multiclass MI tasks by
designing a simple yet efficient subject-specific decision tree
framework. Method 1 contains SSDT-FGMDRM to improve
the performance of FGMDRM. For each individual, method
1 first separates the two most discriminative classes from the
group. Furthermore, the remaining categories including the
misclassification samples of the previous nodes are reclas-
sified in the last node. Method 2 contains SSDT-KNN and a
NLDR method named SJGDA. SJGDA combines the ad-
vantage of semi-JMI and GDA, and method 2 performed
well on different datasets. *e aims of this article are as
follows:

(1) To verify the effectiveness of the proposed SSDT
framework through dataset 1

(2) To verify the superiority of SJGDA in feature ex-
traction, compared with semi-JMI and GDA

(3) To validate the generalization ability of method 2
through different datasets, in this paper

*e rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduced the mathematical preliminaries of the Rieman-
nian geometry. Section 3 discussed the proposed methods in
detail. *ree datasets are introduced in Section 4. *e results
of our work are discussed in Section 5. And in Section 6, we
compared our methods with the state of the art. *is paper
concludes in Section 7.

2. Geometry of SPD Matrices

Let Xi represent a short segment of continuous EEG signals,
and Xi can be denoted as follows:

Xi � Xt+Ti
· · · Xt+Ti+Ts−1  ∈ R

n×Ts , (1)

where Xi corresponds to the ith trail of imaged movement
starting at time t�Ti. Ts denotes the number of sampled
points of the selected segment.

For the ith trail, the spatial covariance matrix (SCM)
Pi ∈ Rn×n can be calculated as follows:

Pi �
1

Ts − 1
XiX

T
i . (2)

Based on the SCM, there are two ways to classifyMI tasks
in the Riemannian manifold.

2.1. Filter Geodesic Minimum Distance to the Riemannian
Mean. *e Riemannian distance between two SPD matrices
P1 and P2 in P(n) is given by [29]

δR P1, P2(  � log P
−1
1 P2 

�����

�����F
� 

i�1

n

log2 λi
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

1/2

. (3)

Givenm SPDmatrices P1, . . . , Pm, the geometric mean in
the Riemannian sense is defined as

I P1, . . . , Pm(  � argmin
P∈P(n)


i�1

m

δ2R P, Pi( . (4)

For algorithm mean Riemannian distance to Rieman-
nian mean (MDRM), we compute the Riemannian distance
between unknown class P to the Riemannian mean point of
each class and classify the unknown class into categories
corresponding to the shortest distance. Inspired by the
principal geodesics analysis (PGA) method [30], the liter-
ature [31] finds a set of filters by applying an extension of
Fisher linear discriminant analysis (FLDA) named Fisher
geodesic discriminant analysis (FGDA). And then, apply
these filters to MDRM to form filter geodesic minimum
distance to Riemannianmean (FGMDRM).More details can
be seen from [31].

2.2. Tangent SpaceMapping. As shown in Figure 1, the SPD
matrix of P is denoted by a differentiable Riemannian
manifold Z. Each tangent vector Si can be seen as the de-
rivative at t� 0 of the geodesic Γ(t) between P and the ex-
ponential mapping Pi �EXPP(Si), defined as follows:

ExpP Si(  � Pi � P
1/2 exp P

−1/2
SiP
−1/2

 P
1/2

. (5)

*e inverse mapping is given by the logarithmic map-
ping and can be defined as follows:

logP Pi(  � Si � P
1/2 log P

−1/2
PiP
−1/2

 P
1/2

. (6)

Using the Riemannian geodesic distance, the Rieman-
nian mean of I> 1 SPD matrices by
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I P1, . . . , PI(  � argmin
P∈P(n)



I

i�1
δ2R P, Pi( . (7)

Using the tangent space located at the geometric mean of
the whole set trials, PI � I(Pi, i � 1 . . . I), and then, each
SCM Pi is mapped into this tangent space, to yield the set of
m� n(n+ 1)/2 dimensional vectors:

Si � upper P
−1/2
I log Pi( P

−1/2
I . (8)

Many efficient classification algorithms can be imple-
mented in the Riemannian space [10].

3. Methods

3.1. Subject-Specific Decision Tree Framework. Decision tree
is a common machine learning method. Each node of de-
cision tree can be defined as a rule. Guo and Gelfand [32]
proposed classification trees with neural network, and this
method embeds multilayer neural networks directly in
nodes. In the decision tree, one of the most important things
is to construct a proper binary tree structure; the upper
nodes have the greater impact of the accuracy of the whole
samples [33]. In order to solve the multiclassification
problem in this paper, we constructed a subject-specific
decision tree (SSDT) classification framework as shown in
Figure 2 according to the best separating principle [34]. As
can be seen from Figure 2, the SSDTproposed in this paper
trains a different classification model at different nodes of
the decision tree.

*e advantages of the SSDT framework are as follows:

(1) *is model separates the two MI tasks (e.g., C.1 and
C.2) with the highest recognition rate as far as
possible

(2) At the last node, we reclassify some samples to
enhance the classification ability of the classifier

3.2.Method 1: ADirect ClassificationMethod Based on SSDT-
FGMDRM. Firstly, we point out one problem of the multi-
class FGMDRM by using an example. Figure 3 gives a three-
class classification problem. Figure 3(a) shows the classifica-
tion progress by FGMDRM. We can see that three Rieman-
nian mean points (RMPs) are located on the manifold. Since
the classification criterion is decided by the distance calculated

between the test point and the RMP, it caused a wrong
classification. Figure 3(b) shows the example of the classifi-
cation results obtained by using the first node of the SSDT-
FGMDRM framework. It can be seen that the error classifi-
cation is corrected by using the decision tree framework.

Method 1 is used to classify four types of MI tasks di-
rectly.*e training and testing diagram is shown in Figure 4.

3.3. Feature Extraction Algorithm Based on the Riemannian
Tangent Space. In this paragraph, we propose a novel data
reduction method which combines semi-JMI and GDA,
namely SJGDA, to solve the dimension disaster problem
after tangent space mapping.

3.3.1. Semisupervised Joint Mutual Information.
Semisupervised dataset D�D{DL ∪DU} consists of two
parts, DL � xi, yi 

NL
i�1 are labelled data and DU � xNL+i 

NU
i�1

are unlabelled data. A binary random variable S is in-
troduced to determine the distribution of labelled dataset
and unlabelled dataset. When s � 1, we record the value of y,
otherwise not. In this way, the labelled set DL comes from
the joint distribution p(x, y|s � 1), while the unlabelled set
DU comes from the distribution p(x|s � 0). *e underlying
mechanism S turns out to be very important for feature
selection.

Feature selection method based on mutual information
theory is a common feature selection method [35]. In these
methods, we rank the features according to the score and
select the features with higher scores. For example, by
ranking the features according to their mutual information
with the labels, we get the sort of correlation that is related to
class labels. *e characteristics of the score are defined as
follows:

JJMI Xk(  � 
Xj∈Xθ

I Xk;
Y

Xj

 , (9)

where Xθ represents the set of the features already selected
and Xk is the feature ranked by scores. Y represents the label
corresponding to feature Xk.

Semi-JMI is a method of using a semisupervised dataset
as a training set for JMI. More details can be seen from
Reference [36]. In this paper, the missingness mechanism is
class-prior-change semisupervised scenario (MAR-C) [37].
After feature ranking, we can obtain a feature vector as
follows:

f � f1, f2, . . . , fn , (10)

where n is the length of the tangent vectors Si. Since in-
formation redundancy exists in f, we select the best vector
length m (m< n) of each subject by the classification rec-
ognition rate:

fSJ � f1, f2, . . . , fm . (11)

3.3.2. Generalized Discriminant Analysis. After variable se-
lection, this paper uses generalized discriminant analysis

TP

P

Z
Pi

Si

LogP (Pi)

ExpP (Si)
Γ(t)

Figure 1: *e tangent space at point P, and the geodesic Γ(t)
between P and Pi.
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(GDA) [38, 39], which is a nonlinear feature reduction
technique based on kernels to reduce the length of the feature
vectors fSJ and their redundancies. Mapping X (fSJ) into a
high-dimensional space F through a kernel function Φ:

Φ: R
d⟶ F,

x
Φ

|⟶ (x).
(12)

*e linear Fisher decision is performed in the F space,
and the criterion function for its extension is

J W
Φ

  � argmax
WΦ

WΦ( 
T
SΦB WΦ





WΦ( )
T
SΦT WΦ





⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (13)

where WΦ∈ F and SB and SW are between-class scatter and
within-class scatter, respectively.

N.1

N.2

N.3

C.1

C.2

C.1 C.2 C.3 C.4

Training classifier in an OVR scheme. According to the ranking of classification
recognition rate, the highest recognition rate model is placed in this node

The second high recognition rate model is placed at this node

The classifier is trained in an OVO scheme this node

Figure 2: SSDT based on the best separating principle for four class. N. i represents node i, and C. i represents class i.
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Figure 3: *ree classification problems classified by FGMDRM (a); and a subjectspecific decision tree FGMDRM model (b).

K-fold cross validation is used to classify the data set into training set and test set

Obtain the test set label

By sorting the correct rate, they are named F.x (x = 1, 2, 3, 4)

Four FGMDRM models are obtained by training 
FGMDRM in OVR way

Train FGMDRM for 4 class MI tasks

N.1

N.2

N.3
C.1

C.2

C.1 C.2 C.3 C.4

F.1

F.2

Multiclass FGMDRM

The framework of SSDT-FGMDRM

Classify with 
SSDT-FGMDRM

Figure 4: Block diagram for method 1.
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For the convenience of the numerical calculation, kernel
functions are introduced to solve the problem:

k(x, y) � (Φ(x) ·Φ(y)). (14)

Gauss kernel, poly kernel, and sigmoid kernel are widely
used in GDA [40]. For test data z, its image Φ(z) in F space
projects on WΦ is as follows:

W
Φ
i ·Φ(z)  � 

N

j�1
αij Φ xj  ·Φ(z)  � 

N

j�1
αijk xj, z .

(15)

*is paper uses ploy kernel to reduce the dimension.
After GDA, we can get a vector fG as follows:

fG � f1, f2, . . . , fd , (16)

where d of fG is decided by the actual needs, and in this paper
we set d� 1. And then, SJGDA is applied to the dataset of this
paper, and the final feature vectors are constructed as
follows:

fSJGDA � fG, fSJ . (17)

3.4. Method 2: SJGDA and Subject-Specific Decision Tree
k-Nearest Neighbor. Method 2 is used to classify four types
of MI tasks after tangent space mapping. *e training and
testing diagram is shown in Figure 5.

4. Description of Data

4.1. Dataset 1. BCI competition IV dataset 2a is used to
evaluate the performance of the proposed two methods [41].
Dataset 2a collects 22 channel EEG data and 3 EOG channel
data. Four types of motor imagery were collected: left hand,
right hand, foot, and tongue. *e dataset contains nine
healthy subjects and each subject has two sessions, one
training session and one test session. Each session has 288
trails of MI data with 72 trails for each MI task. *e EEG
signals are bandpass filtered by a 5-th order Butterworth
filter in the 8–30Hz frequency band. *e selection of trial
period is important in MI classification; we select 2 s data
(0.5 s and 2.5 s) after the cue, instructing the user to perform
the MI tasks by the winner of the competition.

4.2. Dataset 2. BCI competition III dataset IIIa is used to
evaluate the performance of method 2. BCI III dataset IIIa
contains 3 subjects: K3b, K6b, and L1b, and collects 64
channel EEG data. *e EEG was sampled with 250Hz. Four
types of motor imagery were collected: left hand, right hand,
foot, and tongue. More details about this dataset can be seen
at Reference [42].

4.3. Dataset 3. In our own dataset, Emotiv Epoc+ is used to
collect EEG data of motor imagery. It is a portable EEG ac-
quisition device with a sampling rate of 128Hz. It has fourteen
electrode channels (AF3, F7, F3, FC5, T7, P7, O1, O2, P8, T8,
FC6, F4, F8, and AF4), two inference electrodes (CMS and

DRL), and the electrode placement follows the international
10–20 standard. Equipment and the Emotiv 14 electrodes are
located over 10–20 international system positions as shown in
Figure 6. *is experiment collected three kinds of EEG signals
of one joint: imagination of shoulder flexion (F), extension (E),
and abduction (A), as shown in Figure 7.

Seven subjects participated in this experimental study.
*ese subjects were in good health. During the experiment,
subjects were naturally placed with both hands, trying to avoid
body or head movement. During the experiment, subjects
carried out motor imagery under the outside cue, a single
experiment collected EEG signal for 5 seconds, and then took
5–7 seconds to have rest, each action repeated acquisition 20
times. *e experimental process is shown in Figure 8.

5. Results

5.1. Results of Method 1. We use SSDT-FGMDRM to classify
multiclassMI tasks as introduced in Section 3.1. Since there are
four classes, we can have four pairs of MI tasks: left vs rest (L/
RE), right vs rest (R/RE), foot vs rest (F/RE), and tongue vs rest
(T/RE). For each subject, the pair with the highest accuracy is
used to train N.1, and the pair with the second highest ac-
curacy is to train N.2. Table 1 gives the ten-folder cross-
validation results obtained using FGMDRM in OVR scheme.

Table 2 displays the kappa values obtained by method 1.
Compared with other methods, five subjects (A03, A06, A07,
A08, and A09) achieved higher kappa value of nine without
exploring the frequency domain information by method 1.
In the case of fixed frequency window, we have improved the
mean kappa value of 0.069 than MDRM (p � 0.4683), and
0.139 than FGMDM_fixed (p � 0.1423). Our approach also
shows significant improvement than FGMDM (p � 0.6607),
which has exploited subject-specific frequency information,
in terms of the kappa value of 0.039.

5.2. Results of Method 2. *e results in Figure 9 show the T/
RE feature distribution of the five features of subject A09.
Figure 9(a) shows the first five ranked features with semi-
JMI. After applying the semi-JMI, the first five best features
extracted have shown statistically significant improvement
in the separability with p values <0.05 except feature 2 with p

value 0.77. In Figure 9(b), the first five features extracted
from primitive feature vectors with p value of 0.13, 0.05,
0.87, 0.05, and 0.13. *e p values indicate that the pair T/RE
have no significance in the primitive feature vectors. *e
results show that with our semisupervised feature ranking
algorithm, the separable degree of the feature has been
greatly improved.

Figure 10 shows the evolution of the classification ac-
curacy with KNN (k� 5 in this paper) against the number of
ranked variables in OVR scheme. L/RE and T/RE are the two
pairs with the highest recognition rate, and they achieved the
highest recognition rate in 100 variables. But this is still a
curse of dimensionality for classifiers; GDA is used to an-
alyze the first 100 sorted variables in our study.

As the separation of characteristics cannot meet our
requirements, GDA is used to get more obvious variables.
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K-fold cross validation is used to classify the data set into training set and test set

SJGDA is used to construct 
training set features

SJGDA is used to construct 
test set features

Tangent space mapping

Obtain the test set label

By sorting the correct rate, they are named K.x (x = 1, 2, 3, 4)

Four KNN models are obtained by training KNN in OVR way

The combined classifier KNN is obtained in OVO scheme, 
which contains k (k – 1)/2 subclassifiers

N.1

N.2

N.3
C.1

C.2

C.1 C.2 C.3 C.4

K.1

K.2

The combined classifier KNN

The framework of SSDT-KNN

Classify with
SSDT-KNN

Figure 5: Block diagram for method 2.
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(b)

Figure 6: (a) Emotiv Epoc+ and (b) Emotiv 14 electrodes located over 10–20 international system positions.
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Figure 7: *ree movements of shoulder joint: (a) flexion, (b) extension, and (c) abduction.
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Figure 11 illustrates distributions for the first five most
discriminant variables with GDA and semi-JMI. It can be
seen from Figure 11 that L/RE is separated equally well by
using GDA.

Table 3 displays ten-folder cross-validation results ob-
tained using SJGDA and KNN in OVR scheme. It can be
seen that the vectors which are mapped to the tangent space
have better classification performance than that in the
Riemannian manifold directly.

Table 4 presents the results obtained by SJGDA in
pairwise way for multiclass MI tasks. We have six pairs of MI
tasks: left and right (L/R), left and foot (L/F), left and tongue
(L/T), right and foot (R/F), right and tongue (R/T), and foot
and tongue (F/T).

Table 5 displays the comparison of classification accu-
racy using SJGDA and KNN for L/R task in 10-folder cross
validation. References [8, 43–45] contain the classification of

Collect 3s EEG

Rest 5–7 seconds Rest 5–7 seconds

Collect 3s EEG

Figure 8: Timing for experimental process.

Table 1: Ten-folder cross-validation classification accuracy (%) for FGMDRM with OVR scheme applied on BCI competition dataset 2A.

Subject A01 A02 A03 A04 A05 A06 A07 A08 A09 Mean Std
L/RE 84.40 67.39 93.05 77.64 66.96 74.34 86.33 93.83 94.09 82.00 10.90
R/RE 89.26 75.33 95.16 78.56 63.92 71.81 81.18 93.39 82.92 81.28 10.24
F/RE 77.80 83.44 89.20 80.88 71.56 78.22 88.89 79.18 84.4 81.51 5.65
T/RE 88.21 68.76 90.59 79.95 71.85 76.72 90.64 94.43 94.38 83.95 9.82

Table 2: Kappa value comparison by SSDT-FGMDRM with other published results.

Subject A01 A02 A03 A04 A05 A06 A07 A08 A09 Mean p value
Method 1 0.66 0.39 0.78 0.47 0.25 0.41 0.72 0.79 0.83 0.589
MDRM [10] 0.75 0.37 0.66 0.53 0.29 0.27 0.56 0.58 0.68 0.52 0.4683
FGMDM [14] 0.72 0.50 0.64 0.38 0.28 0.34 0.64 0.68 0.75 0.55 0.6607
FGMDM_fixed [14] 0.69 0.35 0.60 0.28 0.21 0.30 0.46 0.62 0.53 0.45 0.1423
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Figure 9:*e box plot of five features of subject A09. (a) One-way ANOVA analysis on the first five features after applying semi-JMI. (b) One-
way ANOVA analysis on the first five features from primitive vectors.
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other publications. We have improved the accuracy com-
pared with Reference [44] (p� 0.85) and Reference [45]
(p � 0.45). Gaur et al. [43] (p � 0.95) explored the specific
frequency information for each subject, and Sadatnejad and
Shiry Ghidary [8] (p � 0.90) used a novel kernel for di-
mensionality reduction which is similar to SJGDA. Although
the results in the paper are not as high as those in Reference
[43], it can be concluded that there is no difference between
the results in Reference [43] and those in this paper because
of p � 0.95.

Table 6 presents the results in terms of the kappa value.
*e proposed method 1 achieved a mean performance of
0.589 which ranks this method to the first place of the
competition. And with our proposed method 2, we have
achieved a mean performance of 0.607, which makes
method 2 to acquire the best performance of the state of the
art.

Dataset 2 is used to verify the effect of method 2, and the
classification results are given directly in this paper. *e
results are shown in Table 7. As can be seen from Table 7,
method 2 obtained the second highest recognition rate in the
comparative literature. Compared with the recent reference
[47], method 2 achieved good classification results.

5.3. Results of Dataset 3. Dataset 3 is used to evaluate the
performance of method 2. Figure 12 shows the classification
error with KNN against the number of ranked variables in
OVR scheme. A/RE and F/RE are the two pairs with the
lowest classification error, and they all achieved the highest
recognition rate within 60 variables. In this paper, the first 60
ranked variables are used for the next analysis.

Figure 13 displays 5-folder cross-validation results ob-
tained by using SJGDA and KNN in OVR and OVO scheme.
*is Figure 13(a) illustrates three possible pairs of MI tasks
(F/RE, E/RE, and A/RE) for each subject. It can be learned

from the figure that flexion and abduction are the easiest
movement to distinguish in six subjects of seven, and the six
subjects are S1, S3, S4, S5, S6, and S7. However, due to
individual differences, the highest recognition rate of each
subject is different.

We also compared three possible pairs (F/E, F/A, and E/
A) in OVO scheme of seven subjects. Figure 13(b) depicts
the comparison results for each subject, and it can be seen
that the pair of F/A obtained the highest recognition rate in
seven subjects. Combined with the analysis results of
Figures 13(a) and 13(b), it can be considered that flexion and
extension are more obvious in the three MI tasks.

As SJGDA is a new method proposed in this paper, we
also compared the feature distribution of SJGDA, GDA, and
semi-JMI to illustrate the effectiveness of SJGDA. Figure 14
depicts the feature distribution of F/E MI tasks of seven
subjects. *e blue and red circles represent the two different
feature classes. As shown in Figure 14, the F/E MI tasks
learned by SJGDA have high separability than GDA and
semi-JMI.

*e performance of the proposed method 2 is evaluated
by using classification accuracy. Since there are three classes,
the chance level is 33.33%. Figure 15 demonstrates that the
proposed method achieves higher performance for six
subjects (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6) out of seven except S7
compared to semi-JMI and GDA methods. In addition, it
also can be seen that GDA obtains a better classification
accuracy for four subjects of seven (S1, S2, S5, and S7)
compared with semi-JMI. *e reasons for this phenomenon
can be attributed to as follows: In the process of feature
selection, we manually select feature dimensions suitable for
classifiers, which results in partial information loss. As a
feature dimensionality reduction technique, GDA is suitable
for the preservation of useful information from the primitive
vectors. And the proposed method SJGDA in this paper not
only preserves the advantages of GDA but also adds some
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Figure 11: Feature distribution for the most discriminant variables in tangent space of Subject A09.

Table 3: Ten-folder cross-validation results (%) obtained using SJGDA and KNN in OVR scheme applied on BCI competition dataset 2A.

Subject A01 A02 A03 A04 A05 A06 A07 A08 A09 Mean Std
L/RE 90.29 74.62 93.05 75.02 75.31 78.15 85.08 92.35 95.14 84.33 8.12
R/RE 91.34 77.11 94.47 77.07 73.61 75.74 81.58 93.41 87.53 83.54 7.75
F/RE 85.06 83.70 84.77 77.11 75.36 77.09 88.17 82.30 85.44 82.11 4.24
T/RE 88.89 76.72 89.25 80.91 78.51 76.04 89.27 94.08 93.41 85.23 6.76
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high ranking features to strengthen the expressive ability of
the features.

6. Discussions

In this paper, we proposed a novel SSDT framework
combined with classifiers to improve the performance of
classifiers for multiclass MI tasks. We also proposed a novel
NLDR method named SJGDA, and this NLDR method
performs better than both semi-JMI and GDA on different
datasets. In the following paragraphs, we have discussed the
two methods in detail.

Method 1 indicates the drawback of FGMDRM, and
then the novel SSDT framework is used to improve the
accuracy for each individual. As shown in Table 2, compared
with other published results, method 1 gets a quite good
result in the case of processing the EEG signals of fixed
frequency segment (8–30Hz).

Table 4: Ten-folder cross-validation results (%) obtained using SJGDA and KNN in OVO scheme applied on BCI competition dataset 2A.

Subject A01 A02 A03 A04 A05 A06 A07 A08 A09 Mean Std
L/R 90.95 67.29 94.52 63.87 64.48 70.33 70.29 97.95 95.00 79.41 13.85
L/F 95.19 87.43 93.93 81.84 68.10 77.14 98.57 88.29 93.81 87.14 9.29
L/T 96.52 64.24 96.57 83.24 73.67 69.91 97.95 97.23 99.29 86.51 13.16
R/F 95.90 87.52 95.05 84.84 66.71 72.88 97.24 93.18 87.43 86.75 10.01
R/T 99.33 79.82 96.48 79.12 72.22 71.48 97.24 95.05 92.29 87.00 10.61
F/T 83.94 84.17 86.62 75.10 62.62 74.21 88.31 93.10 90.33 82.04 9.10

Table 5: Comparison of classification accuracy (%) for L/R task with other published results using OVO scheme applied on BCI competition
dataset 2A.

Subject A01 A02 A03 A04 A05 A06 A07 A08 A09 Mean Std p value
Method 2 90.95 67.29 94.52 63.87 64.48 70.33 70.29 97.95 95.00 79.41 13.85
Reference [43] 91.49 60.56 94.16 76.72 58.52 68.52 78.57 97.01 93.85 79.93 14.13 0.95
Reference [8] 88.89 59.03 90.28 78.47 62.50 75.00 72.92 93.06 87.50 78.63 11.63 0.90
Reference [44] 88.89 51.39 96.53 70.14 54.86 71.53 81.25 93.75 93.75 78.01 16.04 0.85
Reference [45] 90.28 54.17 93.75 64.58 57.64 65.28 62.50 90.97 85.42 73.84 15.02 0.45

Table 6: Kappa value comparison with other published results.

Subject A01 A02 A03 A04 A05 A06 A07 A08 A09 Mean p value
Method 2 0.77 0.38 0.76 0.47 0.27 0.42 0.73 0.81 0.85 0.607
Method 1 0.66 0.39 0.78 0.47 0.25 0.41 0.72 0.79 0.83 0.589 0.8632
Reference [43] 0.86 0.24 0.70 0.68 0.36 0.34 0.66 0.75 0.82 0.60 0.9586
TSLDA [10] 0.74 0.38 0.72 0.50 0.26 0.34 0.69 0.71 0.76 0.567 0.6894
Winner 1 [46] 0.68 0.42 0.75 0.48 0.40 0.27 0.77 0.75 0.61 0.57 0.7051
Reference [8] 0.71 0.46 0.76 0.44 0.26 0.37 0.79 0.75 0.61 0.57 0.7245
Reference [14] 0.75 0.49 0.76 0.49 0.34 0.36 0.68 0.76 0.76 0.60 0.9353

Table 7: Five-folder cross validation by method 2 applied on BCI III dataset IIIa.

Subject Method 2 Reference [47] Reference [48] Reference [49] Reference [50]
k3b 91.67 90.00 86.67 94.20 94.44
k6b 75.00 76.25 81.67 69.00 62.50
l1b 81.67 77.91 85.00 78.60 78.33
Mean 82.78 81.38 84.44 80.60 78.42
p value 0.96 0.42 0.94 0.73
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selected variables of S01.
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As shown in Table 6, Gaur et al. [43] proposed SS-
MEMDBF to select the subject-specific frequency to obtain
enhanced EEG signals which represent MI tasks related to µ
and β rhythms, then classification with the Riemannian
distance directly. TSLDA was proposed by Barachant et al.
[10], and the covariance matrices are mapped onto a higher
dimensional space where they can be vectorized and treated
as Euclidean objects. Ang et al. [46] is the winner of the
competition, FBCSP and multiple OVR classifiers were
used for MI tasks, and achieved the mean kappa value of
0.57. Sadatnejad and Shiry Ghidary [8] proposed a new
kernel for NLDR over the manifold of SPD matrices, the

kappa value is 0.576. Davoudi et al. [14] considered the
geometry of SPD matrices and provides a low-dimensional
representation of the manifold with high-class discrimi-
nation, and the best result of this method in terms of the
kappa value is 0.60.

In method 2, SJGDA is used to get more obvious vectors
from the tangent vectors, and a SSDT-KNN classifier is used
to identify different MI tasks. Combined with SJGDA and
SSDT-KNN, we have achieved a better performance com-
pared with method 1 (p � 0.8632), Reference [43]
(p � 0.9586), TSLDA (p � 0.6894), winner 1 (p � 0.7051),
Reference [8] (p � 0.7245), and Reference [14] (p � 0.9353).
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It is clear that the proposed method in this paper is effective
for MI tasks in a BCI system.

In order to prove the effectiveness of the proposed
method 2, we tested it on two other datasets. As shown in
Table 7 and Figure 15, method 2 achieves good classification
results on two datasets.

7. Conclusion

*e experimental results of method 1 show that the
proposed classification framework significantly improves
the classification performance of the classifier. *e ex-
perimental results of method 2 show that the SJGDA al-
gorithm proposed in this paper is superior to GDA and
semi-JMI in feature extraction, and method 2 has the
highest recognition rate in this paper. However, as the
classifiers in the SSDTframework is substitutable, the focus
of the next work is to combine more advanced classifiers
with SSDT to increase the recognition rate of the BCI
systems.
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+e accelerated growth of the percentage of elder people and persons with brain injury-related conditions and who are
intellectually challenged are some of the main concerns of the developed countries. +ese persons often require special cares
and even almost permanent overseers that help them to carry out diary tasks. With this issue in mind, we propose an automated
schedule system which is deployed on a social robot. +e robot keeps track of the tasks that the patient has to fulfill in a diary
basis. When a task is triggered, the robot guides the patient through its completion. +e system is also able to detect if the steps
are being properly carried out or not, issuing alerts in that case. To do so, an ensemble of deep learning techniques is used. +e
schedule is customizable by the carers and authorized relatives. Our system could enhance the quality of life of the patients and
improve their self-autonomy. +e experimentation, which was supervised by the ADACEA foundation, validates the
achievement of these goals.

1. Introduction

+e increment of life expectancy and the low mortality rates
in developed countries are bringing an accelerated growth of
the percentage of elder people. As remarked by the United
Nations (https://population.un.org/ProfilesOfAgeing2017/
index.html), currently, 12.74% of the population is above
the threshold of 65-year-old, but as for 2050, this is expected
to grow up to 27.04% of the global population. +is quick
population aging is one of the principal concerns of de-
veloped countries and one of the priority lines of research. In
addition to the elder people, thousands of people worldwide
are affected by brain-related injuries nowadays. +ese dis-
eases can be caused by different situations such as trauma,
accident, or even by genetic affections. +e alterations that
can arise after an acquired brain injury with increasing age
include the loss of intellectual abilities of different severity.
+ese disabilities interfere with social or occupational

functioning, memory, or abstract thinking disorders, the
inability to find similarities and differences between related
words, or the difficulty to perform common domestic tasks,
among others. Specifically, one of the most common con-
ditions is the omission of the natural order to perform a task.
For instance, the affected people for this condition would
brush their teeth before applying the toothpaste or take the
toothbrush but eventually forget what comes next.

One of the worst outcomes of being part of these col-
lectives is the reduced personal autonomy. Elder and in-
tellectually challenged people often require the special
attention of a therapist that helps them to perform diary tasks
such as tying the shoelaces, taking a shower, or having the
meals.

In this context, we propose the implementation of an
automated schedule system on a social robot that would
assist the patients in their daily tasks at home. +e system
will notify the programmed tasks to the patients on a
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scheduled time and will also help to achieve the actions by
walking the patient through them. It will detect if the user is
doing well and give feedback if not.

+e implementation of the proposed system would
improve the personal autonomy and enhance the quality of
life of elderly and intellectually challenged people.

So, the main contributions of this work are

(i) A programmable schedule system deployed on a
social robot

(ii) An integration of different methods in order to
monitor if the patient is performing the actions he is
intended to perform

(iii) A navigation system which consists of a mix of
semantic localization methods and the traditional
SLAM

+e rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, the
state of the art is reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3, our
proposal is thoroughly explained by giving an overview and
then focusing on each piece of the system. +en, the ex-
perimentation is detailed in Section 4. Finally, the conclu-
sions and limitations of this work are discussed in Section 5.

2. Related Works

+e growing number of elder people is being increasingly
important to promote the role and technological advance of
social and assistive robotics. Speaking about Social Robotics
creates the necessity to actually define what a social robot is.
According to [1], it is defined as “A physical entity embodied
in a complex, dynamic, and social environment sufficiently
empowered to behave in a manner conducive to its own goals
and those of its community.”

In this specific field, we have to divide the different works
based on their application. +ere are projects for assistance
in medical environments [2, 3], whilst some others are
focused on the emotional and cognitive tasks [4, 5], and
there also are projects for a social assistive task in different
environments. +is state of art is focused on this last issue.

In 1998, PAM-AID (Personal AdaptiveMobility Aid) [6]
was created. +is system aims to provide both physical
support during walking and obstacle avoidance. It used
sonar, infrared proximity sensors, and bumpers switches to
get information from the environment.

One-year later, the system proposed in [7] emerged. It
described the implementation of a control architecture for
robots designed to combine a manipulation task with a
motion controller that used the operational space formu-
lation to define and implement arm trajectories and object
manipulation.

+e same year appeared the first so-called intelligent
wheelchair [8]. +e system provided different functions:
from fully autonomous navigation in an unknown crowded
environment to partially autonomous local maneuvers. Two
years later, on the same topic, the study [9] was created,
which described the mounting of a robotic arm to a powered
wheelchair to assist disabled users in daily activities.

In 2003, three different types of work appeared. First,
Falcone et al. [10] describe the efforts to design, prototype,
and test a low-cost, highly competent personal rover for the
domestic environment. +en, Pineau et al. [11] describe a
mobile robotic assistant developed to assist elderly in-
dividuals with mild cognitive and physical impairments, as
well as support nurses in their daily activities. +ey used
three software modules: an automated reminder system,
people tracking and detection system, and a high-level robot
controller. Finally, Pollack et al. [12] use AI techniques to
model an individual’s daily plans, observe and reason about
the execution, and make decisions about whether and when
it is most appropriate to issue reminders.

Years later, it appeared the PAMM [13] project, which is
a system for support and guidance. +e PAMM detects and
maneuvers away from obstacles, and it uses an upward
looking camera for localization and also can communicate
with a central computer. +e central computer provides the
system with a map of the facility including the location. In
turn, the system provides the central computer with the
user’s location, health status, and requests.

In 2010, the system described in [14] was proposed. It
aims at designing a socially assistive robot to monitor the
performance of the user during a seated arm exercise sce-
nario, and the main purpose was to provide motivation to
the user to complete the task and to improve performance.

Also this year, “the home exploring robotic butler”
(HERB) [15] was published. It can efficiently perform map-
ping tasks, searching, and navigation through indoor envi-
ronments, recognize and localize several common household
objects, and perform complex manipulation tasks.

In 2011, the system described in [16] appeared. It was an
indoor mobile robot for taking care of the elderly. It has a
human physiological parameters monitor system, which can
take care up to six nursed persons by using a variety of
sensors.

+e ASIBOT [17] was published one-year later. It helps
users to perform a variety of tasks in common living en-
vironments. +e robot is able to autonomously climb from
one surface to another, fixing itself to the best place to
perform each task. It also can be attached to a wheelchair,
giving the user the possibility to move along with it as a
bundle.

A new iteration of the aforementioned HERB [15]
system emerged in 2012. +e HERB 2.0 [18] consists of a
two-handed mobile manipulator that can perform useful
tasks for and with people in human environments.

In 2014, it was created as a multiuser human-robot
interaction (HRI) [19] system architecture to allow the
social robot Tangy to autonomously plan, schedule, and
facilitate multiuser activities that consider the users’ ne-
cessities. During the activities, the robot was able to interact
with a group of users providing group-based and in-
dividualized assistance based on the needs of the individual.
+e same year, the robotic nursing assistant (RoNA) was
created [20], which would assist nurses while performing
intensive tasks and prevent musculoskeletal injuries among
health care workers.
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+e robotic exercise tutor [21] was published in 2017.
+e created humanoid robot learns exercise routines from a
human trainer and performs them in front of the elderly. Its
main task was to monitor the performance of the patients
and provide feedback.

In 2018, deep learning (DL) algorithms were introduced
into assistive robot systems. For instance, a remote health
care system based on moving robots intended for the elderly
at home was proposed in [22]. +e robot is able to perform
different kind of tasks. +e user can control the robot and
call it using voice commands or with a phone, and it also
performs object detection and pose estimation. It even can
monitor the posture of the elderly and collect and transmit
the data recorded by a set of sensors connected to the robot
to the cloud for further analysis. On its behalf, PHAROS, a
robotic assistant for assisting elderly in their daily physical
activities at home, was proposed in [23]. +is interactive
robot platform is divided into two modules: the recom-
mender (recommends activities at a scheduled time) and the
human exercise recogniser (as its name implies, it is the
identifier of the human pose). +is system works in real time
and uses deep learning methods to properly recognize the
performed physical exercises.

3. Proposal

In this work, we propose a robotic system for monitoring
and interacting with people affected by cognitive disabilities
and elder people. +e system will guide the patient through
their daily tasks helping, guiding, and encouraging them to
follow a preset schedule. +e ultimate goal of the proposed
system is to improve the quality of life of dependent people
and their self autonomy.

+e system is composed of a programmable schedule
and a contextual schedule. +e programmable schedule is
composed of a list of tasks that the patient must perform at a
certain time.+is kind of tasks could be delayed if the patient
is authorized to do so. On the contrary, the contextual
schedule is composed of a list of tasks that the patient is
authorized to perform on demand, and it will depend on the
room the user is located.

As shown in Figure 1, when the patient is notified to
complete a task of the programmable schedule, the patient
could try to complete it now or delay it. If the patient chooses
to perform it upon requirement, the robot will first guide the
patient to the appropriate room, and then, it will provide
instructions in order to perform the required task. If the
patient delayed a task, the system will ask him to complete it
later.

Whether the tasks come from the programmed or the
contextual schedule, each one is composed of a list of ac-
tions, which are goals the patient must accomplish to
complete a task. +e tasks are assigned and setup by the
therapist in charge of the patient or authorized relatives.
Currently, our system comprehends four main different
types of actions: object recognition, behavior recognition,
QR recognition, and spend time action. As aforementioned,
the person in charge of the patient can combine these actions
to construct high-level tasks. For instance, the task “pour a

glass of water” would be composed of three different actions.
First, the robot would ask the patient to get a glass and show
it, and then, it would ask to show the bottle of water. Both
actions would use the object recognition engine in order to
detect a glass and a bottle. Finally, the behavior recognition
engine would be setup to detect the actual action of pouring.
If the user consistently fails to complete an action, the task is
automatically aborted (and delayed if it was configured like
so). In addition, the carers could be notified of this event if
they choose to. Similarly, the task “take the medicine A”
would involve two tasks. First, the robot would ask to show
the medicine A package, which would be labeled with a QR
code. +e action in this case would use the QR recognition
engine to check if the object showed by the patient is correct.
+en, it would spend some time idle waiting for the patient
to take the medicines by making use of a spend time action.
+rough the achievement of the tasks, the robot is con-
tinually providing both visual and speech feedback to inform
and encourage the patient upon the completion of the task.

It is worth noting that the system is intended to be
deployed in a social robot that will follow the patient
wherever he goes.

3.1.-e Social Robot. A Pepper robot was chosen in order to
develop the proposed system. As shown in Figure 2, the
Pepper robot is a human-shaped robot manufactured by
Softbank Robotics. It features a variety of sensors such as
radar, laser, RGB-D cameras, and microphones among
others.

We adopted it for two main reasons: first, its appearance
is familiar and engaging so the users feel comfortable when
interacting with it. On the contrary, its features suit perfectly
the requirements of our proposal. +e requirements are a
mobile base and size that allow the robot to easily move in
indoor environments in order to guide the patient to the
desired room and to follow him and a microphone that
enables speech and voice recognition capabilities. +ey
provide a natural interaction mechanism; a tablet to display
relevant information and feedback and to offer an alternative
interaction method; a camera to monitor the patient and
detect if the given directions are being followed; and a front
laser which is in charge of detecting obstacles and provide
local localization capabilities.

It is worth noting that any other robot that meets the
aforementioned requirements can be used to deploy the
proposed system.

3.2. Object Recognition Engine. As aforementioned, there
exist actions in the tasks that are about detecting a certain
object, for instance, the detection of a glass in the task, “pour
a glass of water.”

To do so, we implemented an object recognition engine
(ORE). +e ORE is based on the InceptionResNetV2 [24]
architecture.+is DL-basedmethod is proven to provide one
of the lowest Top-1 and Top-5 errors on the ImageNet
ILSVRC 2012 [25] challenge. +is architecture takes ad-
vantage of the inception concept and residual connections in
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order to obtain high accuracy rates while maintaining the
computational cost at bay.

We adopted a classic convolutional neural network
(CNN) scheme over region-based convolutional neural
network (R-CNN) architectures to avoid false detections.
For instance, when the robot asks for a glass, it is intended
that the patient looked for the object and held it in front of
the robot. Nonetheless, if the patient is in the kitchen, it is
likely that there were glasses on the counter or on a table that
a R-CNN would detect. Given this case, it is difficult to
differentiate whether the patient is holding the object or it
appeared in the background of the scene. On the contrary,
taking advantage of a classic CNN approach, the object is
correctly detected if only the object is depicted in the input
image. +is way, we force the patient to look for the desired
object and to show it on purpose to the robot.

When the ORE is used by the system, it first captures an
image using the camera of the robot. +e image is classified
by the ORE and if the returned label matches the desired
object, the action is considered fulfilled. If not, the process is
repeated up to a preestablished number of trials. If the object
is not correctly detected, the whole task is aborted. We
consider detection if any of the scores assigned to a label is
above a certain threshold. If no label is above this threshold,
no object is considered as detected.

Note that the ORE must be used when high general-
ization capabilities are required. As aforementioned, when
asking for a glass, any glass would work. So, we need the
classifier to recognize any kind of glass.

3.3. BehaviorRecognitionEngine. Once the necessary objects
to carry out the requested action are identified, the next step
is to properly recognize the user’s behavior. For that, the first
step is to robustly detect the person(s) within the image.
However, this is not a straightforward task due to the re-
quired generality of the system. So, the designed behavior
recognition engine (BRE) should be able to properly rec-
ognize the user’s behaviors in different rooms and in dif-
ferent houses. +erefore, background subtraction
techniques are discarded. In addition, no requirements
about patient’s appearance can be established. As a conse-
quence, an abstraction mechanism is required. In particular,
the skeleton-based representation Openpose [26, 27, 28] is
used. Basically, this two-branch multistage convolutional
neural network (CNN) outputs a 18-keypoint body skeleton
for all the people in the image, independent on the back-
ground or the person, as illustrated in Figure 3.

From this body keypoint information, a new image
focused on the human skeletons is generated. In this way, the
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Figure 2:+e proposed system is intended to be deployed on a Pepper robot, but it can be deployed in any robot that meets the requirements
of our system. (a) Some physical features of the Pepper robot, whilst the (b) depicts its visual appearance.
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Figure 1: Diagram of the proposal.
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behavior recognition is reduced to a human pose classifi-
cation.+at is, each behavior can be defined as a sequence of
several human poses such that their classification allows the
system to recognize the represented behavior (see Figure 4
for example).

As a classification problem, a CNN architecture could fit.
Particularly, in this paper, a ResNet50 [29] was used.
ResNet50 is a deep residual network of 50 layers that have
been trained to the task at hand.

+us, the BRE flowchart can be described as follows: the
robot RGB camera takes an image, from which a 224 × 224 ×

3 image with human skeletons is generated. +is skeleton-
based image feeds the pretrained ResNet50 that outputs the
observed behavior (Figure 5).

3.4. QR Recognition Engine. +ere are actions in the tasks
that require a much finer detection, meaning, a certain
instance of an object. For example, in the action “show the
medicine A,” the robot is asking for a particular medicine.
+e ORE cannot be used in this case because the requested
object is very specific, and its main goal is to provide high
generalization capabilities. So, the QR recognition engine
(QRRE) is intended to be used when the required specificity
of the requested object is critical.

To do so, we implemented a QR code detector. +e
QRRE is based on Zbar [30], which is an open-source
barcode and QR codes scanner. As expected, the objects
must be manually tagged with the correspondent QR code,
so the QRRE could be used to recognize them.We chose this
method over the traditional object recognition pipeline
[31, 32, 33, 34] because it is much faster and reliable.

When the QRRE is used by the system, first it captures an
image using the camera of the robot. +e image is fed to the
QRRE, and if the returned label matches the desired object,
the action is considered fulfilled. If no object is correctly
detected within the preestablished number of trials, the
whole task is aborted.

3.5. Speech Recognition Capabilities. In order to allow a
natural way of interaction with the robot, our system takes
advantage of the built-in speech recognition capabilities

offered by the Pepper robot. +e speech recognition engine
is provided by Nuance [35], which is a company experienced
in this area.+is company is in charge of developing top-tier
commercial speech recognition software.

+e speech recognition engine is able to identify pre-
defined words and statements configured by the user. We
adopted it as one of the main interaction methods our
system offers and is used when the robot asks a question. For
instance, the robot expects a “yes” or “ok” or a “no” when it
asks the user if he would like to perform a programmed task
now. +e tablet of the robot displays a “listening” message,
and the robot makes an acoustic alert whenever the speech
recognition engine is expecting an answer from the patient,
so he would know that he can interact with the robot using
this method.

3.6. Semantic Localization System. +e aim of the semantic
localization system (SLS) is to compute the location at the
semantic level. To do this, the work based the SLS on was
presented [36]. In this work, an optimal methodology for a
mobile robot to adapt its knowledge to new environments
was proposed. +is module works in the following way.

First, the robot captures images of the environment and
tries to classify them using an initial pretrained model. +e
images used to train this model come from unknown and
different homes. As it is deployed in a new environment, it is
likely that the system obtains low accuracy rates. +is is due
to the different visual features of the new environment and
the environments in which the model was trained in the first
place. In this case, we can provide information to the robot
to collect data and reidentify the locations. In case the
category provided by the user is not considered so far by the
model, it will be added as a new category.+is way, the robot
can easily increase and fit its knowledge to the new
environment.

It is worth noting that the model fitting of the SLS is
performed before the robot is actually deployed, so it can
precisely localize itself once deployed without the in-
terference of the patient.

To achieve this goal, we use the architecture showed in
Figure 6. +is works as follows: an input image is forwarded

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3: Human skeleton detection of several people in different bathrooms by using Openpose [26, 27, 28].
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to the ResLoc CNN architecture. +is is a classic CNN
architecture which lasts until the fully convolutional layer
was removed, so the output is the visual features descriptor
for the input image. As a result, the output of ResLoc CNN is
a 2, 048 dimensions feature vector.

+e visual features and the correspondent categories of
each image of the training dataset are extracted using the
ResLoc CNN part of the architecture and inserted on the
features database. +is features database is a model that
stores the learned data, which are the features of the training
samples. +is model is used during the inference stage.

On the inference stage, the unknown image is forwarded
to ResLoc CNN in order to extract the visual feature vector.
+en, a K-nearest neighbors (KNN) classifier performs a
query on the feature database using the recently computed
feature vector. Next, a polling is carried out among the
categories of the neighbors, and the most voted category is
returned as the final classification of the unknown image.

+e performance of the KNN is highly dependent on the
k parameter (number of neighbors). Experimentation on

this matter is carried out to set the best performing k. We
used the Annoy [37] implementation of the (approximate)
KNN classifier.

+en, the model is specialized even more with samples
that come for the actual house in which it is deployed. +e
new samples are inserted only if the localization fails in a
certain room.

As a consequence of this method, the SLS is always
updating its model to prevent loosing performance, thus,
adapting it as the time goes past.+is is specially useful as the
appearance of the environment is inevitably going to change.
For instance, the furniture is eventually being changed or
rearranged, the walls are being painted of another color, or
the home appliances are being replaced.

3.7. Motion Planning System. When a new location goal is
determined as a consequence of triggering a task that must
be performed on another room, we need a system that
calculates the path from the current room to the target. +is

Raise armsRasnet50

Openpose

Figure 5: Flowchart corresponding to the implemented behavior recognition engine (BRE): the top Pepper’s RGB camera captures an image
that is processed by Openpose to get a skeleton-focused image. +is image feeds the trained ResNet50 to properly recognize the observed
behavior.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 4: Human poses representing the brushing teeth behavior. (a)–(c) depicts images as captured by the robot, whilst (d)–(f) shows the
corresponding estimated skeleton.
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task can be done using a simplified map of the environment
and an expert system that computes all the paths between the
actual location room and the destination room using some
connection rules and facts. We named this system the
motion planning system (MPS).

+e map is modeled as a graph where the nodes are
rooms, doors, and intersections between location access, and
the edges are the connection between these places. +ese
connections have an associated direction of movement for
the transition (north, east, south, and west) and a travel cost
that represents the distance between the nodes. Also, we
define the transition matrix between node types, where we
represent the action that must be performed going from the
node type A to B, as shown in Table 1. Cross type is a node
outside a tagged room where various ways join. Interior type
is a node inside a tagged room where various ways join. +e
actions are cross the door (cd), follow the corridor (fc), and
ND (not defined).

+e expert system that computes the paths between
nodes has been developed in Prolog, a logic programming
language that provides great tools for this kind of task, such
as declarative rules and unification (for restrictions man-
agement) and backtracking (for graph exploration).

+e knowledge is divided into two separated files: facts
and rules. +e facts are specific to the concrete environment
that is being modeled. +ey contain the definition of the
nodes with their types (rooms, doors, cross, and interiors),
the connection between nodes with the direction and the
associated movement cost, and a dynamic predicate that
indicates if a door is closed, which can be modified at
runtime with the information provided by the robot sensors.

+e rules are common to every environment modeled in
this way. +ey check the connectivity between the nodes
(direct or indirect) and calculate the path, set of directions,
set of actions, and the cost from nodeA to B. In facts files, the
direct connectivity between nodes is represented only in one
direction, so we have defined rules that allow the reverse

computation of this connectivity, looking for connections
from node A to B and from node B to A reversing the di-
rection of the movement, as shown in Sourcecode 1. +e
same principle has been applied to the computation of the
actions, as shown in Sourcecode 2. +e predicate action/3 is
the Prolog representation of the transition matrix shown in
Table 1.

For the building of the paths between the nodes, we
recursively search for those that are directly connected to the
current one until we reach the final node. We have to notice
that we are looking for paths without loops (trees), so we do
not allow the repetition of any node in them. Without this
restriction, the computation of this exploration would hang
and enter an infinite loop.

Due to the flexibility of the Prolog module, we cannot
only calculate the paths between the defined nodes A and B,
but we can make much more queries, like discovering all the
accessible nodes from every node, using the same facts and
rules knowledge.

3.8. Navigation and Mapping. We also relied on the ROS
framework for the complete control of the movement of the
robot. +is framework provides utilities to interact with the
robot and the mapping and navigation methods we adopted
for our system.

+e task of moving the robot from its current location to
another part of the house requires a list of waypoints, which
correspond to the labels (one per room) that are used by the

Input image

300 × 300 × 3
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Feature
database

New
knowledge

Hypothesis
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Category
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feedback

K nearest
neighbor
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Figure 6: +is architecture uses the features of a ResLoc CNN with a vector of 2, 048 features as the output. +e training samples are
forwarded to the ResLoc CNN in order to extract their feature vectors. +e feature vectors construct the model of a KNN classifier.

Table 1: Transition matrix between node types.

From/to Room Door Cross Interior
Room cd cd ND fc
Door cd fc fc cd
Cross ND fc fc ND
Interior fc cd ND fc
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SLS and the MPS and the correspondent locations in the
robot coordinate frame. When a task is triggered in a dif-
ferent location in which it is intended to be carried out, the
robot guides the patient to the intended location. To do so,
the robot localizes itself using the SLS. As a result, a semantic
label is obtained. +en, the semantic label is looked up in the
waypoints list.+is way the robot is approximately localized.
Next, the MPS is used to build a plan from the current
location to the final destination. +is plan is a list of way-
points, and the robot will try to reach one by one.

We relied in the gmapping ROS package to create the
MPS waypoint list. +is method reads the data provided by
the laser and creates an occupancy grid map using it. +e
algorithms that comprehend gmapping are thoroughly
explained in [38]. Despite being intended to be used by a
laser sensor, we have not used the integrated laser sensors of

Pepper because of the lack of resolution, so we adopted the
depth image to fake laser readings, as stated in [39].

+e output of this step is a static 2D map that defines the
limits where the robot can move through the walls, the
doors, and the architectural barriers, but not the moving
obstacles. In this map, we define the pose of the waypoints of
the MPS, so we can translate the semantic locations to
physical positions.

Once we have build the map of the environment, we can
load and use it to perform the navigation. +en, we need to
determine the position and the orientation of the robot
within the map every time it moves. To do this, we used the
Monte Carlo localization implemented in the adaptive
Monte Carlo localization (AMCL) ROS package, which is
explained in [40]. +is method samples a set of particles in
each iteration that represents a set of probable current poses

(1) %Directions
(2) dir (north).
(3) dir (south).
(4) dir (east).
(5) dir (west).
(6) %Reversibility of orientations
(7) revDir (east, west).
(8) revDir (north, south).
(9) %Revert orientations
(10) isRevDir (X, Y):- revDir (X, Y).
(11) isRevDir (X, Y):- revDir (Y, X).
(12) % Look for direct connections
(13) hasConnection (X, X, none, 0).
(14) hasConnection (X, Y, Direction, Cost):- dir (Direction), connection (X, Y, Direction, Cost).
(15) hasConnection (X, Y, Direction, Cost):- dir (Direction), isRevDir (Direction, Reversed),
(16) connection (Y, X, Reversed, Cost).

SOURCECODE 1: Definition of connection rules.

(1) %Action definition
(2) action (X, X, none):- isPlace (X).
(3) action (X, Y, cd):- room (X), room (Y), X\ � Y.
(4) action (X, Y, fc):- cross (X), cross (Y), X\ � Y.
(5) action (X, Y, fc):- door (X), door (Y), X\ � Y.
(6) action (X, Y, fc):- interior (X), interior (Y), X\ � Y.
(7) action (X, Y, cd):- room (X), door (Y), not (closed (Y)), X\ � Y.
(8) action (X, Y, fc):- room (X), interior (Y), X\ � Y.
(9) action (X, Y, fc):- cross (X), door (Y), X\ � Y.
(10) action (X, Y, cd):- door (X), not (closed (X)), interior (Y), X\ � Y.
(11) %Know if X is an existing place
(12) isPlace (X):- room (X).
(13) isPlace (X):- door (X).
(14) isPlace (X):- interior (X).
(15) isPlace (X):- cross (X).
(16) %Action rules than ensures reversibility
(17) isAction (X, X, Action):- action (X, X, Action).
(18) isAction (X, Y, Action):- action (X, Y, Action), X\ � Y, !.
(19) isAction (X, Y, Action):- action (Y, X, Action), X\ � Y, !.

SOURCECODE 2: Definition of action rules.
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of the robot. It uses the information provided by the sensors
to determine the validity of that prediction and concentrates
the next predictions around the older most probably ones.

Finally, we have to resolve the path planning between the
current pose of the robot and the target position and move
the robot to the goal. +is task is done using the ROS
move_base package, one of the main elements in the ROS
navigation stack. It receives a goal pose as input and then
communicates with components such as the global and local
planners, recovery behaviors, and costmaps and generates a
velocity command for the base of the robot until it reaches
the desired position. +e components used by this node are
explained in [41] and in the related links of that page
(Figure 7).

Finally, it is worth noting that we used this mix of se-
mantic localization and traditional mapping and navigation
systems because the pure SLAM techniques tend to loose
performance on the long term. It is very likely that the robot
will not recover the localization once lost despite the ac-
curate state-of-the-art SLAM methods. However, SLS pro-
vides an even more accurate localization method because it
is based on visual features instead of laser features or
odometry, which are often insufficient to provide a robust
localization over time.

3.9. People Tracking and following Behavior. As aforemen-
tioned, the robot is intended to always stay by the patient in
order to be noticed when it announces a scheduled task. To
implement this behavior, we modeled it as a finite state
machine as it is shown in Figure 8.

In the initial state, it starts by waiting for the patient to
show in front of the robot and saying a customizable trigger
statement. If the robot detects that statement using its speech
recognition system explained in Section 3.5, then it tries to
detect a person. To do so, we relied in YOLOv3-320 [42].
+is is a region convolutional neural network architecture
that is able to detect the position of the objects in the image
plane, the label of those objects, and the correspondent
detection score. +is architecture achieved 0.51mAP
(measured over the intersection over union) over the test set
of the COCO MS dataset. It is currently a state-of-the-art
method on object detection and recognition providing a
decent accuracy with low computation cost.

So, the robot uses its camera to forward the color data to
this architecture in order to detect a person. If only one
person is detected, the robot tries to maintain it in the center
of its sight within a threshold by moving its base left or right.
+e robot also keeps a clear distance between itself and the
patient of a customizable distance.+is distance is computed
using the front laser sensor of the robot. If the patient walks
away, the robot must follow him by setting new goals to its
navigation system, which is explained in Section 3.8, but
always keeping the patient in the center of its sight and at the
preset distance. It is worth noting that it will not move away
when the patient approaches the robot. If the robot looses
track of the person, it will be announced with a speech
notification, and then, it will proceed to halt and try to detect
a person one more time.

+is behavior is kept until a programmed or contextual
task is triggered, and navigation to a goal is required. In this
case, the robot takes a role in which it is in charge of leading
the patient to a destination room in order to perform the
requested task. When the destination room is reached, the
robot turns around (it assumes the patient is following it)
and changes to the person detection role once again.

+is simple yet effective tracking and the following
system enables the robot to stay besides the patient at all
times allowing a natural and fluent interaction.

4. Experimentation, Results, and Discussion

Before the deployment of our system in an actual scenario,
the therapists and the persons in charge of the patient must
define the tasks that the patient is able to perform. +e tasks
defined for this pilot experience are shown in Table 2. +ese
tasks were suggested by therapists of ADACEA, which is a
foundation for the acquired brain injured people.

+en, it is required to build the initial model of the SLS
and the corresponding map for the MPS. Figure 9 shows the
plan of the test house with their rooms. Note that the
navigation systemwill not use the full map but the waypoints
in order to set the next navigation goal. +e SLS subsystem
will provide a good approximate localization for the navi-
gation step.

+e BRE and ORE models were also trained beforehand.
Our approach assumes that this step is already done and it
can use the aforementioned maps and trained models.

In the following subsections, we provide experimenta-
tion of each piece that compose the system.

It is also worth noting that some of the experiments
involved actual patients and their homes, but in some others,
the patient had to be simulated by fellow research mates.
+is is due to lack of authorization from the patients.

Finally, as the computation power of Pepper robot’s
integrated processor is quite limited, the computation of the
ORE, the BRE, and the execution of the YOLO architecture
are performed in an additional computer equipped with a
Nvidia GTX 1080Ti GPU. +e robot and the additional
computer are interconnected using the ROS framework.+e
neural architectures were developed using the Darknet and
Keras frameworks.

4.1. Object Recognition Engine Experimentation. +e archi-
tecture was trained ad-hoc for the ORE. In order to build the
dataset, we downloaded the first 400 most relevant images
with a public domain license from Google images for each
object intended to be detected. +ese objects are those re-
quired by the tasks the patient must perform. So, the objects
covered by the ORE are toothbrush, remote, bowl, tooth-
paste, bottle, egg, skillet, glass, and razor. +e images were
distributed in the training, validation, and test splits at 70%,
20%, and 10% each.+e optimizer of choice was Adam, with
a learning rate of 0.0001. +e architecture was initialized
with the ILSVRC 2012 model and trained for 10 epochs
reaching a validation accuracy of 92.75% and a test accuracy
of 92.61%. It is worth noting that the detection threshold was
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empirically set to 0.6. Figure 10 depicts the accuracy per class
of the test split. Figure 11 depicts some samples of these
objects correctly detected by the robot in the context of
different task guidance.

4.2. Behavior Recognition Engine Experimentation. With the
aim of evaluating the BRE’s performance, several subjects
(nine in total; four women and five men) were recorded
carrying out the five considered behaviors (i.e., shave, pour,

brush teeth, beat, and rise arms) in different scenarios. So, all
the video sequences captured by the top Pepper’s RGB
camera were divided into frames and manually labeled with
the observed behavior.+en, these images were processed by
Openpose [26, 27, 28]. After that, data augmentation was
applied in order to properly identify left- and right-handed
behaviors. +e total of 25, 286 images was used to train and
test the classification ResNet50 [29] network. In particular,
75% of images were for the training and 25% of them were
for the test. +e optimizer choice was Adam, and the model
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Figure 7: Global scheme of the navigation stack. Extracted from [41].
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Figure 8: Finite states machine that models the people tracking and following behavior of the robot.

Table 2: Defined tasks for a test patient. Note that those tasks with no deadline in the scheduled column are contextual.+eORE goals define
the objects that must be detected by the ORE. BRE goals define the behaviors that must be detected by the BRE. QRRE goals are the QR labels
needed for that action.

Task Location Scheduled ORE goals BRE goals QREE goals
Shave Bathroom — Razor and bottle Shave —
Drink a glass of water Kitchen — Glass and bottle Pour —
Brush teeth Bathroom 9:30 Toothbrush and toothpaste Brush teeth —
Water the plant of the bedroom Bedroom 10:30 Plant and water Pour —
Cook scrambled eggs Kitchen 12:30 Eggs, skillet, and bowl Pour and beat —
Turn the AC on Living room — Remote — —
Workout: rise the arms Bedroom 15:00 — Rise arm —
Take a painkiller Bathroom 15:30 — — Painkiller

10 Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience



was trained for 150 epochs reaching a test accuracy of
99.98%. Figure 12 shows the confusion matrices obtained for
the training and test.

4.3. Semantic Localization System Experimentation. As
aforementioned, the objective of this module is to help the

robot get to know the location of places in houses. With this,
the robot will be able to identify the place where it is.

In order to train the base model, we took video sequences
from different residences and then randomly shuffled and
distributed them into 70% training and 30% test splits.
Table 3 shows the final number of samples per category. We
use only RGB frames.

Kitchen

Bathroom Bedroom

Living room

Corridor

Figure 9: +e actual plan of a test house.

Bowl Egg Skillet Razor Bottle Glass Toothpaste Toothbrush Remote Plant
0

50

100
83.78 81.08

94.29 90.91
97.22 94.29 91.18

97.14 97.3 100

%
 ac

cu
ra

cy

Figure 10: Accuracy per class distribution of the test split obtained by the object recognition engine.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 11: Samples of objects correctly detected by the object recognition engine. Note that these samples do not belong to any train,
validation, or test split.
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+e experimentation described in this section was
carried out using our own dataset which provides a se-
mantic category for each RGB image. It is important to
state that the base model was built with images from four
different residences. +e categories come from the location
in which the images were acquired. Figure 13 shows rep-
resentative images for the 5 categories available in the
dataset.

+e experiments consist of measuring the performance
of an already trained model with images from the house
presented in Figure 9. It is worth noting that the cited model
was trained on the dataset we described earlier.

For experiments in which new knowledge was in-
cluded, we used images that were captured in the above-
mentioned house. In this house, we have the same semantic
categories but different visual appearances. +e robot then
proceeded to capture new information about the envi-
ronment that the system had failed to identify. Sub-
sequently, the new information was added to the current
learned model.

First, we comment on the experiments carried out in the
different rooms using only the base model, and then we
discuss what happened when the system had flaws in the
classification and we capture information from the new
environment. A summary of the results for the experiments
performed can be found in Figure 14.

Experiment 1 establishes the baseline we use to compare
the following experiments. +e total accuracy of the test is
94.91%. +is represents the starting line, as no new
knowledge was added.

Experiments from 2 to 6 were performed in above-
mentioned house, obtaining results of (corridor ⟶
61.27%), (living ⟶ 75.30%), (bathroom ⟶ 36.61%),
(kitchen ⟶ 60.54%), and (bedroom ⟶ 43.63%) when
the robot did not know the environment and 100% in all the
places once it had added information about these places.

+e experimentation confirms the accuracy of the system
and validates it for its deployment for semantic localization
uses.

4.4. Motion Planning System Experimentation. For the ex-
perimentation of the motion planning system, we are using
the concrete example of the house described in Figure 9, with
the numerated nodes shown in Figure 15. We have defined
the node types of every point in Sourcecode 3, so that every
line number between 1 and 12 corresponds to the definition
of the same numerated node. We have defined the con-
nection between nodes in Sourcecode 4 with the associated
cost and the direction that the robot must take to go from
node A to B. As stated in Section 3.7, the definition of the
connection between nodes is only made one-sided.

First of all, we calculate the paths from the kitchen to the
others rooms, covering all the existing nodes in the graph.
+e results indicate that every node can be reached. To
ensure the reliability of the rules that grant reverse con-
nections, we calculate the reverse paths of the previous
queries too.

Once we have checked that this system calculates all the
paths and their reverses, we test the functionality of the
dynamic predicate closed/1, so we cannot reach a goal
following a path if there is some door closed.

We have covered all the possible paths between nodes in
our experimentation. Due to space constraints, we only show
as example the Execution Result 1.

4.5. Navigation and Mapping Experimentation. As stated in
Section 3.8, we have used the gmapping algorithm in order to
build the 2D static map of the environment, using a fake
laser read from the depth sensor of Pepper. +e results are
shown in Figure 16. Additionally to the generated map, we
have defined the position of the MPS nodes in order to

Brush teeth Beat Pour Shave Rise arms
0

50

100 100 100 99.93 100 100

%
 ac

cu
ra

cy
Figure 12: Accuracy corresponding to the test set of the behavior recognition engine after 150 epochs of training.

Table 3: Images distribution per category.

Cat. ID Category Training Test
1 Corridor 4,747 2,037
2 Living room 6,205 2,661
3 Bathroom 3,299 1,415
4 Kitchen 4,878 1,616
5 Bedroom 6,205 3,216
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associate a physical location to the semantic ones, so the
robot can perform the navigation between the nodes.

Using this map, Pepper can perform the localization
using the aforementioned adaptive Monte Carlo localization
with its laser reads. As depicted in Figure 17, we can see the
particles sampled by this algorithm with the most probable
poses of the robot. When a well-identifiable location is
captured by the laser, the density of the particles concen-
trates over its actual position.

+e navigation has been successfully performed with the
ROS move_base package. +e costmaps generated by the
planners according to the laser reads locate the dynamic
obstacles and let them to compute the optimal path between
the current pose and the goal. Additionally, Pepper in-
corporates an extra level of collision avoiding that blocks the
movement of its base when the sonar detects an obstacle.

+is security margin from the Pepper-integrated system
makes door crossing difficult when the door is not quite big.

4.6. People Tracking and following Behavior Experimentation.
In this case, the architecture of choice was not trained from
scratch, but we adopted an already trained model. +is
model was trained on the COCOMS dataset which is able to
accurately detect persons among other objects.+e detection
of the rest of the objects is ignored, so we only retrieve the
detection of the label person. +is model is accurate enough

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 13: Sample images for each category of our home dataset: (a) corridor; (b) living room; (c) bathroom; (d) kitchen; (e) bedroom.

Corridor Living Bathroom Kitchen Bedroom
0

50

100

61.27
75.3

36.61 31.11
43.63

100 100 100 100 100

%
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% accuracy w/o retraining
% accuracy with retraining

Figure 14: Accuracy of the SLS before and after applying the retraining process.

1 6 10 2 11
7

4

12

98

53

Figure 15: Numbered nodes of the house’s graph representation.

(1) %Type definitions
(2) room (kitchen).
(3) room (corridor).
(4) room (bathroom).
(5) room (living_room).
(6) room (bedroom).
(7) door (door_one).
(8) door (door_two).
(9) door (door_three).
(10) door (door_four).
(11) interior (interior_corridor_one).
(12) interior (interior_corridor_two).
(13) interior (interior_corridor_three).
(14) %Types without examples
(15) :-dynamic
(16) cross/1.
(17) %Dynamic predicate to indicate closed doors
(18) :-dynamic
(19) closed/1.

SOURCECODE 3: Definition of node types facts.
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to detect persons in a variety of poses, even when the person
is facing backwards the camera, sitting or lying in a bed or
couch, or even if they are using a wheelchair as depicted in
Figure 18. +e accuracy of the architecture in these cases is
specially important for our system because the patients are
highly likely to often render these poses.

+e tracking method tries to maintain the patient al-
ways in the center of the robot’s sight within a threshold
and a preset distance. In the experiments, the centering
threshold was set to 70 px. +is threshold enables a fine
centering process while avoiding excessive movement of
the robot due to little displacements of the patient or
flickering in the detected area of the person. Figure 19
depicts the people tracking method. +e clear space

between the patient and the robot was set to 70 cm, which
places the robot far enough to enable the free movement of
both robot and patient, while being closer enough to assure
a fluent interaction. +ere is also a 10 cm threshold for the
same reason we mentioned earlier. +e speed of the linear
movement is set to 0.3m/s and the speed of self-rotation to
0.3 rad/s. We noticed that this method is highly dependent
of the response time. In our test setup, the mean image
acquisition time is 126ms, whilst the person detection
takes 301ms mean. Both measures include the inter-
communication overhead.

+e people tracking and following behavior performed
robustly. +e robot only lost track of the patient when he
moved unusually fast, so it completely fell out of sight of the

(1) % Connection between nodes
(2) connection (kitchen,door_one, east, 100).
(3) connection (door_one, interior_corridor_one, east, 100).
(4) connection (interior_corridor_one, door_three,south, 100).
(5) connection (door_three,bathroom, south, 100).
(6) connection (interior_corridor_one, corridor,east, 100).
(7) connection (corridor,interior_corridor_two, east, 100).
(8) connection (interior_corridor_two, door_two, north, 100).
(9) connection (door_two, living_room,north, 100).
(10) connection (interior_corridor_two, interior_corridor_three,east, 100).
(11) connection (interior_corridor_three,door_four, south, 100).
(12) connection (door_four,bedroom,south, 100).

SOURCECODE 4: Definition of node connections facts.

?- goToFrom (kitchen, bedroom, Path, Actions, Directions, Cost).
Path � [kitchen, door_one, interior_corridor_one, corridor, interior_corridor_two, interior_corridor_three, door_four, bedroom],
Actions � [cd, cd, fc, fc, fc, cd, cd],
Directions � [east, east, east, east, east, south, south],
Cost � 700.

EXECUTION RESULT 1: Execution result from kitchen to bedroom.

Kitchen Living room

Corridor

BedroomBathroom

Figure 16: +e image shows the actual map generated for the MPS with the correspondent graph superimposed. +e room names
correspond to the semantic labels used by the SLS. +e map was iteratively generated by gmapping.
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robot. In this case, the robot asked the patient to position
himself in front of it, and the tracking resumed properly.

5. Conclusions and Limitations

A robotic system for monitoring and interacting with people
affected by cognitive diseases is proposed in this paper. +e

system successfully integrates object recognition, activity
recognition, localization, and navigation methods to re-
member and help the patients to perform their daily tasks.

Nonetheless, the system has some limitations. First, the
initial stage where the map is created and the models are
trained is mandatory and must be carried out by experts. In
addition, the models for ORE and BRE have to be rebuilt if

(a) (b)

Figure 17: Adaptive Monte Carlo localization running. Every arrow represents a particle with an estimated 2D pose of the robot. (a) High
uncertainty so there are multiple plausible poses of the robot (depicted as a big cloud of red arrows around the robot). (b) +e robot saw a
feature that helped to reduce the uncertainty, so the plausible poses are significantly reduced (shown as small clusters of red arrows around
the robot).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 18: Some samples of the architecture performance, which is part of the people tracking subsystem.+e robustness of the architecture
is critical given the depicted cases, since the patients are highly likely to often render these poses.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 19: +e robot tracks the person and always have him in the center of its sight by moving its base. +e vertical blue line shows the
center of the sight of the robot, whilst the red one depicts the center of the person. Both lines are aligned within a threshold.
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new objects are required, as they are needed for so far
unconsidered tasks that we would like to add to the patient’s
schedule. +is issue could be mitigated by creating a proper
plan that considers the long-term evolution of the patient on
the first place.

+e system was supervised by ADACEA, which is a
foundation for the acquired brain injured people, that en-
sured it effectively may help the patients to improve their
self-autonomy and quality of life.

Finally, it is worth noting that there is a video in the
supplementary materials that depict the different subsystems
running in test environments.
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Supplementary Materials

Alongside the paper is attached a video demonstration of our
proposal. In this video, the different pieces that integrate the
system are depicted. First, the people tracking and following
behavior is shown (Section 3.9). In this segment, a video
from the point of view of the robot can be seen. +e blue
vertical line marks the center of the image, whilst the red one
shows the center of the person, which is remarked in a green
box. +e characters in the left bottom corner represent the
left, front, back, and right movement commands the system
is issuing to the robot. Red is disabled, and green means the
command is being sent. +e user is wandering in a room,
and the robot successfully tracks and follows the patient.+e
following segment shows the implementation of the pro-
grammed schedule and the context schedule. Both systems
are explained in Section 3. +e colors in the programmed
schedule shows delayed or aborted tasks in red, imminent
tasks in yellow, and the remaining tasks in blue. In this
experiment, the localizations are being simulated by shuf-
fling different locations. +is is done to show the contextual
schedule. Finally, two complete tasks are shown. First, a
“take medicine A” task is due, so the robot asks the patient if
he wants to attend the task. +e user answers “OK,” so the

robot uses its speech recognition capabilities (Section 3.5) to
start the task. +en, the robot asks the patient to show the
“medicine A.” In this case, the QRRE is used (Section 3.4) to
properly recognize the QR code of that medicine.+e second
task is “pour a glass of water.” Once again the robot an-
nounces the task is due, and the patient triggers the task by
answering “yes.” +e robot asks the user to show a glass and
the water, which are being recognized properly by the ORE
(Section 3.2).+en, the pour action is detected using the BRE
(Section 3.3). +e detection scores are superimposed in the
top left corner.+is video feed comes from the camera of the
robot. Note that the robot detects that it is not the proper
room to perform the task (kitchen), but the navigation
(Section 3.8) is disabled as the testing environment does not
feature a kitchen. (Supplementary Materials)
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Robots in assisted living (RAL) are an alternative to support families and professional caregivers with a wide range of possibilities
to take care of elderly people. Navigation of mobile robots is a challenging problem due to the uncertainty and dynamics of
environments found in the context of places for elderly. To accomplish this goal, the navigation system tries to replicate such a
complicated process inspired on the perception and judgment of human beings. In this work, we propose a novel nature-inspired
control system for mobile RAL navigation using an artificial organic controller enhanced with vision-based strategies such as
Hermite optical flow (OF) and convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Particularly, the Hermite OF is employed for obstacle
motion detection while CNNs are occupied for obstacle distance estimation.We train the CNN using OF visual features guided by
ultrasonic sensor-based measures in a 3D scenario. Our application is oriented to avoid mobile and fixed obstacles using a
monocular camera in a simulated environment. For the experiments, we use the robot simulator V-REP, which is an integrated
development environment into a distributed control architecture. Security and smoothness metrics as well as quantitative
evaluation are computed and analyzed. Results showed that the proposed method works successfully in simulation conditions.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, there is a dramatic increase in the aging of the
population. It is expected that the number of people over 60
years will go from 962 million in 2017 to 1.4 billion in 2030
and 2.1 billion in 2050 [1]. Along with this increasing in
elderly people and consequently higher life expectancy, there
is a necessity of the creation of new care strategies. /is
problem is aggravated by the shortage of professional
caregivers and their high costs. Some experts argue that it is
desirable for elderly to stay in their own home with a certain
level of independence and a sense of comfort and security.
However, it requires to maintain an acceptable quality of life
and independence capability [2].

Robots in assisted living (RAL) are an alternative to
support families and professional caregivers with a wide
range of possibilities to take care of elderly people. /ere are
many issues where robots have high potential for assistance
such as social isolation, diminishing independent living,

physical and cognitive impairment, loss of mobility, lack of
recreation, and risk of falls. /ese problems can be tackled
with different robot designs categorized as service, assis-
tance, social, and rehabilitation robots [2].

Autonomous navigation is a challenging problem re-
quired in RAL due to the uncertainty and dynamics of the
environments. A robot must be aware of where it is in
relation to the surrounding environment and to localize
itself during all the time. Hence, robot navigation skills must
include different tasks as perception, exploration, mapping,
localization, path planning, and path execution [3]. To ac-
complish this goal, the navigation system should replicate
such complicated processes inspired on the perception and
judgment of human beings. One approach to do so in ro-
botic systems is the usage of vision sensors as fixed cameras
located on the robot to process the video information for
navigating in a given environment.

One of the challenges using vision sensors is the charac-
terization of the 3D scene for computing features that can be
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used in the navigation system. Different approaches have
been proposed to solve this complex problem like mon-
ocular- and stereovision-based systems. For instance, in
stereo-based systems, depth can be computed directly with
the known leaks in limitation of detection, camera setup,
and low speed of the system [4]. In contrast, monocular
systems can exploit the geometric restrictions of the scene
with the inherent generalization problem [5], and they can
use the apparent motion of objects in scene computed, for
example, with methods based on optical flow (OF), in order
to estimate depth in the scene.

In monocular applications, OF approaches have shown
advantages regarding other methods specially in the re-
lationship between spatial and temporal gradient [6]. /ese
OF family methods are widely used in robotic applications
assuming that the apparent velocity of the brightness
pattern varies smoothly almost everywhere in an image [7].
It has been used for estimating depth of the scene [8, 9],
relative motion [10], and apparent velocity estimation
[11, 12].

Moreover, artificial intelligence (AI) has been widely
used for navigation of robots in assisted living, obtaining
different levels of cognition: reasoning, decisionmaking, and
learning. Recently, convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
are used in a wide variety of computer vision and robotic
applications such as depth and distance estimation [13–16].
In addition, obstacle detection using OF is presented in [17],
and the authors in [18] developed distance estimation from
robot to obstacles using CNN.

To get benefit from the combination of artificial in-
telligence and visual perception methods in RAL, this paper
presents a novel nature-inspired control system for mobile
robot navigation using an artificial organic controller en-
hanced with vision and neural-based strategies, i.e., Hermite
OF and CNN using a monocular camera and tested in a
simulated environment. Particularly, the Hermite OF is
employed for obstacle motion detection while CNN is oc-
cupied for obstacle distance estimation. For the experiments,
we use the robot simulator V-REP [19], which is an in-
tegrated development environment into a distributed con-
trol architecture. /e simulated robot is equipped with only
a monocular camera.

/e contribution of this work is focused on the in-
tegration of raw OF features and the estimated object dis-
tance to the obstacle as input to the controller. /e
estimation of the object distance is performed using CNN.
/e latter is trained using the OF features as input and as
reference for the distance measured using ultrasonic sensors.
In addition, the whole set of features is used as input to the
nature-inspired control system based on the artificial or-
ganic controller. We developed our approach from previous
studies: a system employing a basic controller using only OF
features [20] and the same optical features as input to an
artificial organic controller [21]. All the experiments have
been carried out using the same camera parameters.

/e rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2
describes the proposed approach, the experiments, and the
protocol, and Section 3 discusses results and finally, con-
clusion is presented.

2. Materials and Methods

In this section, we present relevant studies associated to
monocular depth estimation found in the literature. /en, it
is explained the methods used in our approach and finally,
the nature-inspired control system for mobile robot navi-
gation is proposed.

2.1. Related Work. Monocular depth estimation can be
tackled by CNN in two different ways: supervised and
unsupervised. For instance, unsupervised methods include
several approaches as discussed in [22], and the authors
proposed a monocular depth estimation using a CNN
trained without ground truth data. /is proposal considered
to exploit epipolar geometry constraints, giving as result a
better depth map than traditional supervised learning
methods. Another approach based on CNN and random
forest is the proposal explained in [23]./e work presented a
network trained by learning the parameters in an un-
supervised way through maximizing the likelihood of the
training data. In [24], a method using deep CNN to depth
prediction without requiring a pretraining stage was re-
ported. In [25], the authors proposed an unsupervised CNN-
based method for explicit depth estimation from light field,
which learns an end-to-end mapping from a 4D light field to
the corresponding disparity map without the supervision of
ground truth depth.

Several applications using supervised learning are pre-
sented in the literature. In [26], the authors described a
depth estimation from monocular images using regression
on deep features from a CNN and a conditional random
field. /e implementation considered two levels of depth
inferring, pixel-to-pixel and regions of pixels. A similar
approach was done in [27] but with discrete mapping in-
ference. Gan et al. in [28] performed an explicit model to
describe the relationships of images obtained from a
monocular camera with an affinity layer and by combining
absolute and relative features into a CNN, also local vertical
features of depth estimation were incorporated. Cheng et al.
[29] proposed a convolutional spatial propagation network
(CSPN) to learn the affinity matrix for depth estimation
from a single image. In [30], it is used a deep model to
generate dense depth maps from a RGB image employing
depth estimation of sparse set of pixels. In [31], deep
structured model was presented in which the structured
pixelwise depth estimation has ordinal constraints in-
troduced by the user. In [32], the problem of estimating the
depth map of a scene given in a single RGB image was solved
by training a convolutional residual network to model the
ambiguous mapping between monocular images and depth
maps. However, most of the studies based on CNN suppose
rigid scenes, as in the proposed method from [33]. In [34],
depth map prediction employed two deep network stacks:
the first makes a coarse global prediction on the whole image
and in the second step the prediction is refined locally on the
image.

Typically, monocular depth estimation considers that the
captured scene is static and with constant depth. In practice,
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there is a blurring effect between camera and the objects.
/us, other methods such as deblurring and flow estimation
are required, as shown in [35]. However, the approach re-
ported the usage of stereo cameras. Other approaches for
dynamic scenes are those based on motion estimation. In
this case, OF between two consecutive images is also applied
for depth estimation through motion segmentation, as
proposed in [36]. In [37], a method to automatically estimate
the depth of video frames of a single camera was proposed,
and this estimation was carried out by analyzing the OF of
preexisting videos and by using a pretrained CNN.

An example of robot navigation and localization using
monocular depth estimation can be found in [38]. It showed
that using CNN for depth estimation combining with
monocular simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)
can be successfully applied.

2.2. Optical Flow. OF is a 2D distribution of apparent ve-
locities associated, usually, with intensity pattern variations
in a sequence of images, and it is represented by a vector field
that encodes the displacement for each pixel in the image
sequence.

/ere are many approaches to obtain a dense and ac-
curate OF estimation, where it is well known that the dif-
ferential methods overcome other ones [39]./ose are based
on the work of Horn and Schunck [7], which assume that the
intensity of the objects remains constant during small pe-
riods of time and that the neighboring pixels have similar
displacement. /is method has low computational time, but
it cannot handle large displacements. Recent OF approaches
are more accurate to large displacements, but they are
computationally expensive and very difficult to implement
in devices with limited hardware.

In this paper, OF proposal is based on the studies of
Moya-Albor et al. [20] and Ponce et al. [21]. It uses the
Hermite transform [40], as bioinspired image model, to
incorporate local descriptors allowing to describe the in-
tensity and gradient constraints found in the current
methods. /is model increases the accuracy of the Horn and
Shunck method, and it is more robust to noise.

2.3. Convolutional Neural Networks. CNN is a well-known
neural network architecture inspired on the nature of visual
perception in living creatures [41] typically applied for
classification and regression in image processing [42]. /ere
exists different architectures of CNN, but it is mainly
constituted by three types of layers, namely, convolutional,
pooling, and fully connected./e first layer aims to compute
feature representations of the input, a pooling layer aims to
reduce the resolution of feature maps, and a fully connected
layer aims to perform high-level reasoning [41]. Lastly, a
CNN may include an output layer aiming to compute the
classification or regression task. Particularly, image and
video applications have been widely explored with CNN.

2.4. Artificial Organic Controllers. An artificial organic
controller (AOC) is an intelligent control strategy aiming to

compute the control law using an ensemble method, namely,
fuzzy-molecular inference (FMI) system [43]. It consists of a
hybrid method from both fuzzy logic and artificial hydro-
carbon networks (AHN). To properly design the AOC for
the proposed robot system, an overview of AHN as well as
the FMI system is introduced as follows.

2.4.1. Overview of Artificial Hydrocarbon Networks. In
machine learning, AHN algorithm is a supervised learning
method inspired on the inner mechanisms and interactions
of chemical hydrocarbon compounds [44]. /is method
aims to model data points like packages of information,
called molecules. /e interaction among these units allows
capturing the nonlinearities of data correlation. From this
point of view, an artificial hydrocarbon compound is built,
and it can be seen as a net of molecules. If required, more
than one artificial hydrocarbon compound can be added up
to finally get a mixture of compounds [45].

In AHN, the basic unit of processing information is the
molecule. It performs an output response φ(x) due to an
input x ∈ Rk, as expressed in Equation (1) where vC ∈ R
represents a carbon value, hi,r ∈ C are the hydrogen values
attached to this carbon atom, and d represents the number of
hydrogen atoms in the molecule.

φ(x) � vC 

k

r�1


d≤4

i�1
xr − hi,r . (1)

If two or more molecules have less number of hydrogen
than allowed, i.e., d< 4, then they are able to join together
forming chains of molecules. /ese chains are namely hy-
drocarbon compounds. /roughout this work, compounds
are made of n molecules: a linear chain of (n− 2)CH2
molecules with two CH3 molecules, one at each side of the
CH2-chain [45]. In addition, a piecewise function ψ denoted
as Equation (2) is associated to the compound representing
its behavior due to an input x, where Lt � Lt,1, . . . , Lt,k  for
all t � 0, . . . , n are bounds where molecules can act over the
input space [45].

ψ(x) �

φ1(x), L0,r ≤xr <L1,r,

· · · · · ·

φn(x), Ln−1,r ≤xr ≤Ln,r.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(2)

Lastly, different compounds can be selected and added
up to form complex structures called mixtures. In AHN, a
mixture is a linear combination of behavior compounds ψj

in finite ratios αj, representing the weights of compounds, as
expressed in the following equation:

S(x) � 
c

j�1
αjψj(x). (3)

To this end, AHN is trained using the so-called AHN
algorithm reported with detail in the literature [44–47].

2.4.2. Fuzzy-Molecular Inference System. As mentioned
above, FMI is an ensemble of fuzzy logic and AHN [43].
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Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the FMI. It consists of
three main steps: fuzzification, fuzzy inference engine, and
defuzzification based on AHN.

Fuzzification and fuzzy inference engine steps are quite
similar to fuzzy logic. An input x is mapped to a set of fuzzy
sets, using membership functions. /en, an inference oper-
ation, represented as a fuzzy rule, is applied to obtain a
consequent value yp. Considering the pth fuzzy rule Rp

denoted as Equation (4), inference computes yp in terms of an
artificial hydrocarbon compound with n molecules, Mj, each
one with function compound φj(x) for all j � 1, . . . , n. In this
work, the membership value of yp is calculated using the min
function, expressed as μΔ(x1, . . . , xk), over the fuzzy inputs.

Rp: if x1 ∈ A1 ∧ · · · ∧ xk ∈ Ak,

then yp � φj μΔ x1, . . . , xk( ( .
(4)

In the defuzzification step, it computes the crisp output
value y, using the center of gravity approach [43], as
expressed in the following equation:

y �
pμΔ x1, . . . , xk(  · yp

pμΔ x1, . . . , xk( 
. (5)

2.5. Nature-Inspired Control System for Mobile Robot
Navigation. In this work, we propose a nature-inspired
controller system for mobile robot navigation implement-
ing an AOC enhanced with Hermite OF and CNN. Par-
ticularly, this approach requires only a single camera
mounted in the robot, implementing in this way an ego-
centric vision system. No other sensors are required for this
controller. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed
control system. It consists of the following steps: (i) motion
object detection, (ii) distance object estimation, and (iii)
control law computation.

2.5.1. Motion Object Detection. /e motion object detection
step considers determining the relative displacement that an
object located in front of the robot is performing. /is in-
formation is very useful when dealing with mobile obstacles.
To compute the estimated relative displacement of the object
in an image, the Hermite OF method is employed in a
similar way as proposed in [21].

First, two adjacent gray images, It in time t and It+k in
time t + k, are acquired by the single camera. /en, the
Hermite OF algorithm computes the relative displacements
of objects between these images. /is procedure outputs a
map of displacements. /ese relative displacements are
decomposed in both horizontal (u) and vertical (v) com-
ponents. Assuming that the mobile obstacle presents more
displacement than the rest of the scene, then a mean value
per axis, u and v, is calculated for estimating the relative
displacement of the object. To this end, the mean values u

and v are passing as inputs to the AOC explained below.

2.5.2. Distance Object Estimation. /e distance object es-
timation step considers determining the distance of the
robot from an object using the single camera. However,
computing this value in an image is a challenging task [4]. In
this way, we propose to use a CNN for estimating the
distance of an object in the environment.

To do so, the same two images It and It+k are occupied in
this step. Once again, the Hermite OF method is computed
using these images. /e output map of displacements obtained
with thismethod is converted to two images Iu and Iv related to
the horizontal and vertical displacements, respectively. Con-
sidering that the size of the original images It and It+k is m × n,
we use Iu and Iv to form a new image Iuv � [Iu, Iv] of size
m × 2n. /en, the latter image is used as the input of the CNN.

/e CNN has a convolutional layer with f filters of size
h × h that is used for calculating the feature representations of
the input image. It is followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU)
layer, and finally it has a fully connected layer, with output size
1, together with a regression layer to perform a high-level
reasoning for estimating the distance d to an object. To
implement the CNN, we previously obtained the features of
motion leaving to the CNN only the reasoning process from
the spatial localization of motion to the distance estimation.
In this case, the proposed architecture could be minimal, and
the size of the training data could also be small enough to
learn robust features. Figure 3 shows the topology of the
proposed CNN in the distance object estimation step. For
training purposes, we prepared a dataset using ultrasonic
sensors as target values, as explained later on. To this end, the
distance estimation d is passed as input to the AOC explained
below. No other architectures were tried for this work.

2.5.3. Control Law Computation. /e last step of the nature-
inspired control system is the control law computation using
the AOC. As shown in Figure 2, three inputs are defined as
follows: the mean values u and v, representing the relative
displacement components of amobile object, are partitioned in
three fuzzy sets like “negative” (N), “zero” (Z), and “positive”
(P), while the distance estimation d, from the robot to an
object, is partitioned also in three fuzzy sets like “small” (S),
“medium” (M), and “large” (L). Particularly for this work, the
proposed inputmembership functions are depicted in Figure 4.

In addition, Table 1 presents the set of fuzzy rules
designed for the mobile robot navigation task. /ese rules
consider obstacle avoidance and free navigation of the robot.
To this end, Figure 5 shows the artificial hydrocarbon
compound developed for this work. It comprises three

Inputs Outputs

Fuzzification Fuzzy
inference engine

Fuzzy
rules

if ,
then

Defuzzification

MjμF

Figure 1: Block diagram of the fuzzy-molecular inference system.
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molecules representing the output velocity of the wheels w1
and w2 in the robot like “counterclockwise” (CCW), “stop”
(S), and “clockwise” (CW).

3. Results and Discussion

In order to validate our proposed nature-inspired controller
system for mobile robot navigation implementing an AOC
enhanced with Hermite OF and CNN, we develop a set of
experiments to independently prove each of the components
of the system in an incremental fashion. /ese experiments
measure the output response of (i) avoiding a mobile ob-
stacle using the Hermite OF, (ii) avoiding a mobile obstacle
as well as free navigating using the Hermite OF and AOC,
(iii) avoiding a fixed obstacle using CNN, and (iv) avoiding
fixed andmobile obstacles as well as free navigating using the
whole proposed nature-inspired controller system.

In this work, the performance of the robot navigation is
evaluated objectively by computing somemetrics related to the
security and smoothness of the control navigation response.
/ree security indexes are used to evaluate the distance be-
tween the robot trajectory and the location of obstacles [48]:

(i) SM1: it measures the mean distance between the
trajectory of the robot to the closest obstacle.

(ii) SM2: it measures the minimum distance between
the trajectory of the robot and the mean distance to
all obstacles.

(iii) SM3: it measures the minimum distance over the
trajectory of the robot to the closest obstacle.

For the security metrics, larger values of the indexes
represent a better behavior in the robot navigation, since

they intuitively measure the security distance at which the
robot is located away from the obstacles.

In addition, three smoothness indexes are employed to
indirectly evaluate the consistency between the decision-
action relationship of the control navigation in the robot and
the ability to react to events with sufficient speed [48]. /e
bending energy (BE) measures the energy for steering or
bending during the trajectory, and it is calculated as
Equation (6), where kt represents the curvature of the
trajectory f(t) computed as Equation (7), n is the number of
points in the discrete trajectory, and t is the current time.

BE �
1
n



n

t�1
k
2
t , (6)

kt �
f″(t)

1 + f′(t)2 
3/2. (7)

/e smoothness metric that considers bending energy
over time (TBE) is calculated as follows:

TBE � 
n

t�1
k
2
t . (8)

Lastly, the smoothness of curvature (Sk) measures the
change in curvature k all along the trajectory f with length L

performed by the robot navigation over time, and it can be
expressed as follows:

Sk �


L

0 (dk/dt)2ds

t
. (9)

For smoothness metrics, smaller values close to zero
represent smooth curvatures in trajectory and less energy in
the performance.

m × n

m × 2n 
f × (m – h) × (2n – h) 

1 × 1

Hermite-OF Convolutional layer 
f filters (h × h) Fully connected layer

Regression
output layer 

Distance
estimation

+ ReLU

t

t + k Iu Iv

Input images

CNN

Figure 3: CNN topology of the proposed distance object estimation approach.

Motion object
detection

(Hermite-OF) Control law
computation

(AOC)Distance object
estimation

(CNN)

t

t + k

Input images u

v
_

_

d̂

w1

w2

Output velocity
for wheels

Figure 2: Block diagram of the nature-inspired control system.
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3.1. Mobile Obstacle Avoidance Using Real-Time Hermite OF.
/e first experiment aims to measure the output response of
avoiding mobile obstacles using the real-time Hermite OF.
Figure 6 shows the initial configuration of the environment.
It considers two mobile robots as obstacles (green and blue).
/e red robot shown in the scene is the one with the RT-
HOF. For implementation purposes, this method is based on
the work of [20].

In a nutshell, two consecutive images are acquired, and
the Hermite OF is computed getting the relative displace-
ments decomposed in horizontal u and vertical v compo-
nents./en, the mean values of the components, u and v, are
calculated. In addition, the relative direction θ between
vectors u and v are computed such that the mean angle θ is
obtained. Lastly, a simple set of rules are considered for
avoiding mobile obstacles, as shown in Algorithm 1. In this
work, the threshold values in the set of rules were set ex-
perimentally:
Tu � 0.05, Tv � −0.2, Tl � 40, Tu � 130, Tm1

� 90, and
Tm2

� 130.

In Figure 7, it is shown the output trajectories when
using the RT-HOF method. Five attempts were run (re-
ported as the dashed red lines), and the mean trajectory
(strong-red line) is depicted in Figure 7(a), while Figure 7(b)
shows the speed of the target robot over its trajectory. Notice

that the red robot steers to the left trying to avoid the blue
robot that is going to the right. In this particular case, the
avoidance procedure controller (Algorithm 1) was designed
for avoiding obstacles in the backwards. In addition, the
trajectory of the target robot when dealing with the green
robot is done by positioning in parallel to the direction of it.
From Figure 7(b), it is observed that the red robot decreases
its velocity once it detects another mobile object. Also, the
velocity is discrete since the controller is based on a set of
crisp rules. Moreover, Figure 8 shows the inputs (u, v, θ)
and output (speed) values of the controller, where speed is
related to the linear velocity of the target robot. It can be
observed that u has more influence than v when objects are
close to the robot. In addition, θ is correlated to the steering
action of the robot.

In addition, security and smoothness indexes are sum-
marized in Table 2 for each of the attempts and the mean
performance. As shown in the indexes, security values
consider that the trajectories obtained allow the robot to be
far from the mobile obstacles (mean minimum distance
reached of 0.63m). Smoothness indexes are close to zero
meaning that the trajectories of the robot do not represent
abrupt changes.

To this end, in this experiment, the target robot did not
collide with any of the mobile obstacles in all the attempts.
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Figure 4: Input membership functions in the AOC: (a) mean relative horizontal displacement, (b) mean relative vertical displacement, and
(c) distance estimation.
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3.2. Mobile Obstacle Avoidance and Free Navigation Using
AOC. Using the AOC with real-time Hermite OF and the
inferred distance, from the CNN training step, as inputs, we
tested the wheeled robot such that it can navigate freely in an
environment avoiding obstacles.

Figure 9 shows the initial configuration of the envi-
ronment. It considers one mobile robot as obstacle (blue).
/e red robot shown in the scene is the one with the RT-
HOF method and the AOC. For implementation purposes,
this method is based on the work of [21].

/e output trajectories when using RT-HOF and AOC
are shown in Figure 10. Five attempts were run (reported as
the dashed red lines), and the mean trajectory (strong red
line) is also depicted in Figure 10(a). Again, Figure 10(b)
shows the velocity of the target robot over its trajectory. In
this experiment, the target robot outputs a trajectory that
prevents collision with the mobile obstacle (running from
left-to-right) by reducing the velocity and steering a little bit
to the left. /en, it corrects its trajectory, but different de-
cisions are taken. It mainly happens due to the slight var-
iations in the position of the mobile obstacle. Moreover, the
velocity appreciated in Figure 10(b) is smoother than in the
previous experiment. It is important for robotics imple-
mentations because it better regulates electrical current in
the actuators. Figure 11 shows the inputs (u, v, θ) and
output (speed) values for this controller.

In terms of the security and smoothness indexes, Table 3
summarizes the results for each of the attempts and the
mean performance. As shown in the indexes, security values
consider that the trajectories obtained allow the robot to be
far from the mobile obstacles (mean minimum distance
reached of 0.78m). Smoothness indexes prove minimal
abrupt changes in the trajectories.

Again, in this experiment, the target robot did not collide
with the mobile obstacle in all the attempts.

3.3. Fixed Obstacle Avoidance Using CNN. /is experiment
includes the proposed CNN with OF distance-object esti-
mation model for an egocentric vision-based robot. /e
CNN was trained from scratch using the data (Dcnn+of )
collected from a set of 10 attempts, with 860 samples each,
between the robot and one fixed object. /e dataset is
balanced in terms of short and large distances. /e dataset
was divided into 70% training and 30% testing, randomly
chosen. /en, images Iu and Iv representing the horizontal
and vertical components of the OF were resized to 28 × 28,
and then concatenating them to produce a single 28 × 56
image, Iuv � [Iu, Iv].

To this end, the CNN with OF was trained by using the
pairs Iuv, d i in the training set, where d is the sensor-based
distance measure, at the i-element of the set. Lastly, the
stochastic gradient descent method was used for training
with initial learning rate 0.01, momentum 0.90, and mini-
batch size of 16. L2 regularization was performed with λ �

0.0001 term.
After that, the root mean square error (RMSE) from

Equation (10) was employed for measuring the performance
of the CNN over the remaining 30% of the dataset, where dq
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Figure 5: Output molecular partitions in the AOC for the velocity
calculation in both wheels w1 and w2.

Table 1: Fuzzy rules of the AOC for mobile robot navigation.

u v d w1 w2

N N S MCW MCCW
N N M MCW MS
N N L MCW MS
N Z S MCCW MCW
N Z M MS MCW
N Z L MCW MCW
N P S MCCW MCW
N P M MS MCW
N P L MS MCW
Z N S MCW MCCW
Z N M MCW MS
Z N L MCW MS
Z Z S MCCW MCW
Z Z M MS MCW
Z Z L MCW MCW
Z P S MCCW MCW
Z P M MS MCW
Z P L MS MCW
P N S MCW MCCW
P N M MCW MS
P N L MCW MS
P Z S MCCW MCW
P Z M MS MCW
P Z L MCW MCW
P P S MCCW MCW
P P M MS MCW
P P L MS MCW

Figure 6: Scenario developed for testing avoidance of mobile
obstacles (green and blue robots).
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Figure 8: Inputs (u, v, θ) and output (speed) values for the controller.
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Figure 7: Output response using the real-time Hermite OFmethod. (a) Trajectory of the target robot: five attempts (dashed lines) and mean
(red line); (b) speed representation of the target robot (dark line) over the trajectory.
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is the target distance measured from the sensor, dq is the
estimated distance from the CNN, and N is the size of the
testing data. Also, the accuracy was measured as the number
of times the difference between the target and estimated

distances is below or equal to a threshold ϵ, as shown in
Equation (11). After testing, the performance of the CNN
with OF obtained 0.0591 in RMSE (meters) and 90.7% in
accuracy with threshold ϵ � 0.10m.

Figure 9: Scenario developed for testing avoidance of a mobile obstacle (blue robot).

(1) if ‖u‖>Tu and v>Tv then
(2) if θ<Tl or θ>Tu then
(3) steer to the left
(4) else if θ>Tm1

or θ<Tm2
then

(5) steer to the right
(6) else
(7) go forward
(8) end if
(9) end if

ALGORITHM 1: Set of rules for the first experiment used in obstacle avoidance.
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Figure 10: Output response using RT-HOF and AOC. (a) Trajectory of the target robot: five attempts (dashed lines) and mean (red line);
(b) speed representation of the target robot (dark line) over the trajectory.
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/us, in Figure 12, it is depicted the initial configuration
of the environment. It considers one fixed obstacle (red
cylinder). /e red robot shown in the scene is the one with
the CNN-based distance estimation model that is used
during the whole time in the experiment.

/e output trajectories when using the CNN-based
distance estimation model are shown in Figure 13. Five
attempts were run (reported as the dashed red lines), and
the mean trajectory (strong red line) is also depicted

(Figure 13(a)). It also shows the velocity of the target robot
over its trajectory (Figure 13(b)). As shown, the target
robot goes forward until it detects the proximity of the
obstacle by estimating the distance to it with the CNN
model. Also, an implemented AOC determines the ve-
locities of the wheels, aiming the robot steering to the left.
Figure 14 reports the input (d) and output (speed) values
for the controller. /e behavior of the red robot is very
precise, and during this experiment it did not collide with
the cylinder.

In terms of the security and smoothness indexes, Table 4
summarizes the results for each of the attempts and the
mean performance. As shown in the indexes, the robot
reaches close positions to the obstacle, with a minimum
distance of 0.42m securing minimal risks in the robot.
Smoothness indexes prove minimal abrupt changes in the
trajectories when dealing with a fixed obstacle.
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Figure 11: Inputs (u, v, θ) and output (speed) values for the controller.

Table 2: Security and smoothness indexes for the robot navigation using the real-time Hermite OF.

Attempt SM1 (m) SM2 (m) SM3 (m) TBE BE Sk

1 1.4796 1.3166 0.62518 4.6097e−05 7.8663e−08 1.0344e−06
2 1.4756 1.415 0.7146 4.518e−05 7.4678e−08 1.0005e−06
3 1.6943 1.2665 0.58068 4.9117e−05 7.5448e−08 9.6104e−07
4 1.7563 1.2261 0.54734 4.6815e−05 6.5844e−08 9.2914e−07
5 1.6145 1.364 0.66258 4.471e−05 7.5017e−08 9.8786e−07
Mean 1.6041 1.3176 0.62608 4.6384e−05 7.393e−08 9.8259e−07
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3.4. Obstacle Avoidance and Free Navigation Using the Pro-
posed Controller. /e last experiment aims to measure the
output performance of the proposed nature-inspired
control system for avoiding fixed and mobile obstacles
and free navigating over the environment. Figure 15 shows
the test scenario for this experiment. It comprises one fixed
obstacle (red cylinder) and three mobile obstacles (green,
blue, and yellow robots), as well as the target robot (red
robot). /e scene shown in Figure 15 represents the initial
conditions. /e target robot is the one with the proposed
controller implemented as described in Section 2.5.

Figure 16 shows the output trajectories when using the
proposed controller. Five attempts were run (reported in
dashed red lines), and the mean trajectory (strong red line) is
depicted in Figure 16(a), while Figure 16(b) shows the speed
of the target robot over its trajectory. As noticed, the target
robot dealt with both fixed andmobile obstacles. For instance,
the first object seen by the robot is the cylinder. However, the
blue robot is then crossed in front of the target robot. In this
situation, the red robot decreases its velocity and steers to the
left slightly. Once the blue robot is out of range, the target
robot moves forward decreasing its velocity again while the

Figure 12: Scenario developed for testing avoidance of a fixed obstacle (cylinder).

Table 3: Security and smoothness indexes for the robot navigation using the RT-HOF and AOC.

Attempt SM1 (m) SM2 (m) SM3 (m) TBE BE Sk

1 0.7473 1.6509 0.7473 9.7704e−05 1.84e−07 2.4774e−06
2 0.74157 1.6427 0.74157 7.2661e−05 1.5044e−07 1.4464e−06
3 0.85645 1.5416 0.85645 0.00013544 2.7307e−07 3.3304e−06
4 0.76235 1.9285 0.76235 7.6021e−05 1.5483e−07 1.8303e−06
5 0.79618 1.6155 0.79618 0.00010674 2.3408e−07 2.4665e−06
Mean 0.78077 1.6758 0.78077 9.7714e−05 1.9928e−07 2.3102e−06
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Figure 13: Output response using the CNN-based distance estimationmethod. (a) Trajectory of the target robot: five attempts (dashed lines)
and mean (red line); (b) speed representation of the target robot (dark line) over the trajectory.
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green robot is moving around. Later on, the green robot is out
of the vision of the red robot, but the red cylinder is relatively
closer. In that way, the target robot steers again to the left to
avoid collision with the cylinder. At last, the yellow robot is
not seen by the target robot, so it goes straight.

In addition, Figure 17 shows the inputs (u, v, d) and
output (speed) values of the proposed controller. Notice that
the combined behavior of previous experiments is obtained
in this proposal. For instance, the speed of the target robot
decreases when u is positive and v is about zero
(e.g., detecting a mobile obstacle), or when d is small
(e.g., detecting a fixed obstacle). /e combination of u and v

is correlated to the steering of the target robot.
We measure the security and smoothness of the tra-

jectories, as shown in Table 5. It summarizes the results for
each of the attempts and the mean performance. From these
metrics, it can be observed that the robot maintained the
minimal secure distance of 0.61m from obstacles, reducing
the risks for collisions. In terms of smoothness, this control
system allowed the robot to navigate without larger changes
in curvature.

It is remarkable to say that the vision of the robot might
have more than one object at the time, increasing the dif-
ficulty for determining the best action of the robot. To this
end, the target robot did not collide in any of the attempts
conducted in this experiment, validating that the proposed
controller can be implemented for avoiding obstacles and
free navigating in scenarios where there are both fixed and
mobile obstacles.

3.5. Discussion. In this work, we estimate the distance to the
objects instead of a depth map of the scene as reported in
several studies in the literature. For this task, we use a
monocular camera to infer the distance and the object motion
in contrast to the applications using stereo vision systems that
are highly computational resource consuming. An advantage
of our proposal is the use of two kinds of measures (motion
and distance) that allow avoiding fixed and mobile obstacles.
In addition, our method needs less data for training the
distance estimator and no training data to compute the OF
field, in contrast with the OF-based CNN approaches.

/e use of these cognitive strategies complement the
robot control, in contrast with traditional applications in
robotic vision. Hence, it is the first time that CNN training
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Figure 14: Input (d) and output (speed) values for the controller.

Figure 15: Scenario developed for testing obstacle avoidance and
free navigation.

Table 4: Security and smoothness indexes for the robot navigation using the CNN-based estimation method.

Attempt SM1 (m) SM2 (m) SM3 (m) TBE BE Sk

1 0.4241 1.9076 0.4241 3.5541e−05 4.58e−08 5.5335e−07
2 0.46384 1.9298 0.46384 3.2683e−05 4.3577e−08 5.6792e−07
3 0.37958 1.9096 0.37958 3.7597e−05 4.9339e−08 6.4338e−07
4 0.44578 1.9168 0.44578 3.4012e−05 4.3162e−08 5.6113e−07
5 0.37746 1.909 0.37746 3.0383e−05 3.8754e−08 5.2752e−07
Mean 0.41815 1.9146 0.41815 3.4043e−05 4.4127e−08 5.7066e−07
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Figure 16: Output response using the proposed nature-inspired control system. (a) Trajectory of the target robot: five attempts (dashed
lines) and mean (red line); (b) speed representation of the target robot (dark line) over the trajectory.
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was carried out using ultrasound sensors. In addition, the
AOC is implemented for handling uncertain information
such as the estimations from the inputs, giving robustness to
the control system./e control strategy uses the OF features
directly without need of path planning over depth maps.

Some drawbacks of the proposed approach are the fol-
lowing: (1) this approach does not considermultiple objects in
the scene, so complementary treatment would be required. (2)
In the experiments, we use the robot simulator V-REP that
recreates the conditions of the physical world quite accurately,
but further investigation in real conditions are necessary.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented an autonomous navigation system
to be applied in RAL. We propose an integrated system in-
cluding a vision sensor, real-time Hermite OF, and distance
estimation by CNN to introduce to the intelligent robot
controller based on AOC. We use the OF for motion esti-
mation and CNN for distance inference to the objects, making
this application suitable for avoiding fixed and mobile targets.
Particularly, we use a monocular camera for the whole task.

We did four experiments to test different scenarios:
using only OF and on-off control for mobile obstacles, a
combination of OF and AOC, a CNN-based distance esti-
mation and AOC for fixed obstacles, and the integration of
OF, CNN-based distance estimation, and AOC. Simulation
results were done in V-REP software and the results
confirm that our approach is useful for obstacle avoidance
and free navigation. In all test scenarios, there was never a
collision with the objects using our proposal. A quantitative
analysis was done using the security and smoothness
metrics applied to the control navigation response. /ese
quantitative metrics suggest that using the AOC strategy
allows to avoid obstacles in a comfortable way and with
minimal abrupt changes in the trajectory. To this end, the
experiments confirm that a monocular camera can be
applied for robot navigation tasks.

/e proposed approach successfully combines a bio-
inspired OF method, a CNN technique for distance in-
ference, and a novel hybrid fuzzy logic and artificial
hydrocarbon networks controller system. /is integration
loosely simulates a high cognitive vision strategy that allows
analyzing holistic information from the egocentric point of
view of the mobile robot.

As future work, we will test our approach over RAL in real
scenarios in order to improve the navigation performance of
mobile robots in presence of dynamic environments typically
found in the context of elderly people places.
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